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Write for The New Social Worker
 We are looking for articles from social work practitioners, students, and educators. 
 Some areas of particular interest are: social work ethics; student field placement; 
practice specialties; technology; “what every new social worker needs to know,” and 
news of unusual, creative, or nontraditional social work.
 Feature articles run 1,500-2,000 words in length. News articles are typically 100-
150 words. Our style is conversational, practical, and educational. Write as if you are 
having a conversation with a student or colleague. What do you want him or her to 
know about the topic? What would you want to know? Use examples.
 The best articles have a specific focus. If you are writing an ethics article, focus 
on a particular aspect of ethics. For example, analyze a specific portion of the NASW 
Code of Ethics (including examples), or talk about ethical issues unique to a particular 
practice setting. When possible, include one or two resources at the end of your 
article—books, additional reading materials, and/or websites.
 We also want photos of social workers and social work students “in action” for our 
cover, and photos to accompany your news articles!
 Send submissions to lindagrobman@socialworker.com.

Publisher’s Thoughts
Dear Reader,
 We are nearing the end of our 20th year at THE NEW 
SOCIAL WORKER! Recently, I was going through some old 
files and was reminded of the beginnings of this magazine I 
started in 1994 with little more than an idea and a great deal 
of enthusiasm.
 I ran into a friend the other day who said, “When you 
told me 20 years ago that you wanted to start a magazine for 
social workers, I thought that was kind of crazy. But I thought, 
‘Go for it!’” And that I did.
 The Internet was hardly a commonplace thing at the 
time. In my old files are letters (the old fashioned snail-mail 
kind) and faxes. There are e-mails, but publishing electroni-
cally was not an option in those days.
 Communication methods and publishing have certainly changed in those 20 
years. What has not changed a great deal is the general purpose of the social work 
profession and the need for social workers to feel supported in their work and their 
careers.
  This year, THE NEW SOCIAL WORKER was recognized as the “Best Magazine” 
in the 2013 NASW Media Awards. SaraKay Smullens (author of the award-winning 
article in our Fall 2012 issue) and I will be going to Lancaster, PA, in October to accept 
our awards. It is gratifying to know that this “crazy” effort of mine to support social 
workers and social work students in their budding careers has made a difference. 
 Along the way, I have met many wonderful colleagues from all over the world and 
have been fortunate to “discover” some gifted and talented writer/social workers who 
have been motivated to share their wisdom with our readers. I am especially grateful for 
all the people who have contributed to the magazine in any way. Thank you!
 In this issue, we continue our tradition of providing material on ethics, field 
placement, technology, and other topics of interest to new social workers. We con-
tinue our series on mandated reporting and our new movie column. There is also an 
emphasis in this issue on supervision and student projects.
  On page 25, you will find a short excerpt from Ogden Rogers’ new book, Begin-
nings, Middles, & Ends. Ogden is one of those social worker/writers who stood out to 
me from the very beginning (his first article in THE NEW SOCIAL WORKER ap-
peared in 1995), and I am so excited to see his book launch! Also, check out our new 
Back-to-School Guide (see page 22.)
 To subscribe to THE NEW SOCIAL WORKER’s Social Work E-News and 
notifications of new issues of the magazine, go to the “Subscribe” link on our website at 
http://www.socialworker.com. (It’s free!)
 Until next time—happy reading!
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Ashley Stroud 
by Barbara Trainin Blank

Stroud—continued on page 22

 If you read Ashley 
Stroud’s CV without 
knowing her age, you’ll 
assume she must be 
middle-aged. But she’s 
only 25, an MSW 
student at the Univer-
sity of Georgia School 
of Social Work with a 
clinical focus. 
 Having cared for 
her father and still car-
ing for her mother and 
grandmother, she was 
recognized by the state 
of Georgia as Family 
Caregiver of the Year in 
2012. 
 Stroud was nomi-
nated by her mother 
through the Rosalynn 
Carter Institute for 
Caregiving and re-
ceived more than a 
dozen recommenda-
tions. 
 With character-
istic humility, how-
ever, Stroud told the 
gathering that she was 
representing more than 
herself, that she wanted 
to “bring some visibility 
to caregiving, because a 
lot of people don’t have 
the opportunity to feel 
validated or thanked for 
all the work they do.”
 Stroud also was 
named Outstanding 
Georgia Citizen in 2013 
by Georgia’s Secretary 
of State for her work 
with the National Alli-
ance on Mental Illness, 
American Association 
of Retired Persons, and 
other organizations.
 In 2014, she will 
receive two graduate 
certificates from the 
University of Georgia—
one in disability studies 
from the Institute on 
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Human Development and Disability 
and another in gerontology from the 
Institute of Gerontology. 
 Stroud has a certificate in Alzheim-
er’s Care from the Georgia Chapter, 
Alzheimer’s Training Institute of the 
Alzheimer’s Association and was a fel-
low of the National Council on Aging in 
Washington, D.C.
 Yet, it “shocked” many when she 
chose social work as a career. Stroud 
had attended a performing arts high 
school, and was expected to go into a 
creative field.
 She was redirected by life: she 
started taking care of her father, who 
was mentally ill and developed physical 
disabilities, when she was only 17. Later, 
she became his guardian. 
 “I’ve always been interested in 
mental health, in people’s behavior,” 
Stroud says. “I’ve been sensitive, aware, 
and in tune since I was a child.” 
 Linda Ann Long, associate profes-
sor of social work at the University of 
Georgia, confirms that observation. 
Having taught Stroud in a number of 
classes, she calls her a “motivated and 
fine student” who sets an example for 
others.  “Ashley is not afraid to make a 
statement about issues she feels passion-
ate about,” Long says. 
 But even though others perceive 
her as a leader, Long continues, “She is 
so sensitive to how she behaves toward 
others that she draws people in.”
 Not content with all her achieve-
ments, the MSW student is considering 
studying elder law, since she has so 
much legal and financial experience. 
She is the Power of Attorney and health-
care agent for her mother and grand-
mother. She did Medicaid planning for 
her grandmother and Medicare plan-
ning for her mother. 
 There are only six certified elder 
law attorneys (CELA) in the whole state 
of Georgia and only two schools with 
such programs in the Southeast, notes 
Stroud, who would like to attend the 
one in Wake Forest, NC.
 Elder law is “my next step to assist 
and advocate for clients,” she says. 
“This is a natural fit for me. People typi-

cally go to elder lawyers when they’re in 
crisis.”
 For now, Stroud has been “fortu-
nate” to be able to continue at Emory 
Healthcare, Wesley Woods Geriatric 
Hospital, where she is doing her MSW 
practicum. She volunteered there in the 
hospital’s Patient Family Advocacy Pro-
gram, which aims to involve families in 
quality of care. The program encourag-
es a bridge to patients and their families 
to reduce hospital readmission rates and 
quality of service delivery. 
 Stroud will work in three units this 
semester—inpatient psychiatry, neuro-
psychiatry, and partial hospitalization. 
 Even though she is focused on 
social work and advocacy, Stroud hasn’t 
completely abandoned her interest in 
the performing arts. 
 Stroud also finds the time to volun-
teer. In addition to AARP, she served in 
the past as SNAP/Food Stamp Outreach 
Volunteer, a Speaker’s Bureau presenter 
for the Alzheimer’s Association, as a 
peer-to-peer emotional and resource 
phone support for dementia caregiv-
ers, and as a volunteer with the Atlanta 
Regional Commission in Atlanta, an or-
ganization that encompasses counseling, 
chronic disease self-management, the 

Ashley Stroud
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When student interns and other 
new social workers are mak-
ing decisions about where to 

work, one of the most important factors 
to consider is the quality of field supervi-
sion (sometimes called field education or 
field instruction). Ideally, you will have a 
supervisor who not only excels as a prac-
titioner, but one who possesses a high 
level of competence (skills, knowledge, 
and ethics) as a field supervisor. Ideally, 
you will have a supervisor who is always 
available and always ready to provide 
you with the support that you need to 
provide services in a competent man-
ner and to facilitate your professional 
development. And ideally, you will have 
a positive relationship with your supervi-
sor, based on mutual respect and trust. 
 So, what happens when the reality 
departs from these ideals? The following 
scenarios present a range of issues that 
may arise and offer suggestions for how 
to proceed. A word of caution: when 
problems arise in supervision, there is 
an interactive effect—the supervisor’s 
behaviors affect you, and your behaviors 
affect the supervisor. The two of you are 
also part of greater systems, including 
the host agency, your clients, and your 
social work program. As we know from 
systems theory, problems often occur in 
the interactions between people—accord-

ingly, be careful 
about 

Ethical Concerns in Social Work Field Supervision
by Allan Barsky, JD, MSW, Ph.D.

laying blame on your supervisor or any 
other individual.

SCENARIO 1: Randi has recently started 
her field placement in an agency that serves 
people who are transitioning from prison back 
to the community. Randi’s supervisor, Trish, 
assigns 10 clients to Randi. Randi is excited 
to have clients, but also fears that she is not 
ready for all the responsibility. Further, she is 
very anxious about working with this popula-
tion, particularly those who have committed 
violent crimes. Randi asks Trish if she can 
observe Trish as she conducts some interviews 
first, so she can get a better sense of what will 
be expected of her. Trish tells Randi that she 
was supposed to be prepared for field in her 
practice courses. Randi thinks that Trish is 
being negligent in providing appropriate su-
pervision, but Randi is also afraid to confront 
Trish. Randi feels caught in a double bind. 
If she talks with Trish about her concerns, 
Trish may become defensive or angry, putting 
Randi’s whole field placement at risk. If she 
does not talk with Trish, she feels she may fall 
flat on her face. Randi decides to speak with 
her faculty field advisor for help. If Randi 
came to you for assistance, how would you 
advise her?

 If you take Randi’s story at face val-
ue, you might conclude that Trish is not 
providing supervision in a competent or 
professional manner. Although Randi’s 
story relates her perceptions, remember 
that you have heard just one side of the 

story. Yes, it is important to listen 
to Randi’s concerns and 

demonstrate empa-
thy for her 

situation. It is also important to assess the 
situation further, to determine what is 
truly occurring in the student-supervisor 
relationship. Perhaps Trish has provided 
sufficient supervision, and perhaps her 
expectations for Randi are reasonable. 
Perhaps Trish is stressed from working 
in an under-resourced agency and does 
not have the time she needs to provide 
additional supervision. Perhaps Randi’s 
BSW program has not prepared her suf-
ficiently. Or perhaps Randi has anxiety 
issues, so she is projecting the problem 
on her supervisor to protect herself. The 
point of assessing the situation is not to 
lay blame, but to determine responsibil-
ity for future action. 
 Many student-supervisor concerns 
can be managed through improved com-
munication and planning. The faculty-
field liaison can help Randi develop 
plans to ensure that Trish is providing 
sufficient support. The liaison can also 
ensure that Randi is taking sufficient 
responsibility for her role in the field 
education process. It is only when mat-
ters cannot be managed informally that 
more formal complaint processes or 
dispute resolution procedures need to be 
initiated. In other words, if you have a 
concern about a supervisor, try to work 
it out informally with the supervisor, and 
if necessary with the faculty field liaison. 
Focus on the concerns, such as the need 
for support, direction, information, or 
observation. When initiating concern-
solving discussions, avoid labels such 
as unethical, negligent, irresponsible, or 
lazy. Randi’s first instinct was right: she 
did not want to say something that would 
make her supervisor feel defensive or 
angry. There are ways to approach ethics 
concerns in a more amicable manner.

SCENARIO 2: Bill’s supervisor Amy works 
from a psychodynamic perspective. During a 
supervisory session, Bill explains how he felt 
very angry when he observed one of his clients 
berating her daughter. Amy says it would be 
helpful to explore the source of Bill’s counter-
transference. She asks about Bill’s relationship 
with his mother. Bill feels the questions are 

Ethics Alive!
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too personal. From his perspective, Amy is 
crossing a professional boundary. Supervision 
is starting to feel like therapy. As with Randi’s 
situation, Bill does not want to rankle his 
supervisor. So, how can he respond to Amy in 
a professional, constructive manner?

 One option is to ask questions in 
a nonthreatening manner. Rather than 
state, “You’re not supposed to ask per-
sonal questions,” or “You’re crossing my 
personal boundaries,” Bill might humbly 
enquire, “Where are you going with 
these questions?” As a student, Bill is in 
the position of learner. Asking questions 
fits with this role. “I’m not sure about the 
supervision process. This is my first field 
placement. If I’m feeling the questions 
are too personal, what am I supposed to 
say?” If Bill conveys a genuine interest in 
wanting to know about the supervisory 
process, Amy is more likely to respond 
in a positive manner. If they do not 
resolve the concerns about supervision 
versus therapy, then Bill may engage his 
faculty field liaison for assistance. As in 
the first case, it is better to work through 
issues informally rather than initiate 
formal complaints. That does not mean 
avoiding issues or passively accepting 
inappropriate supervision.

SCENARIO 3: Rosario is tardy for three of 
her first four days of field work. Rosario has 
a three-month-old baby, and her babysitter 
keeps showing up late. Rosario’s supervisor, 
Marc, contacts Rosario’s faculty field liaison 
asking for Rosario’s placement to be termi-
nated because of the student’s “obvious lack 
of professionalism.” In this situation, the su-
pervisor may have a legitimate concern. Still, 
going directly to the liaison without trying to 
assess and resolve the situation with Rosario 
may have been premature. The liaison contacts 

Rosario to discuss the situation. How do you 
think Rosario should respond?

 Rosario’s first inclination may be to 
defend herself: “I am very responsible. 
The problem is my babysitter. Marc 
didn’t even ask why I was late.” Unfortu-
nately, her very statement of responsibil-
ity shows lack of responsibility. To accept 
responsibility, she might say, “I know 
I have been late to work and I know 
this behavior is unacceptable [pause for 
response]. I have a commitment to my 
agency and my clients to be on time. I 
apologize for the inconvenience I have 
caused. To show my sincerity, I want to 
present a plan to make up for the missed 
time and to ensure that I am not late 
again.” By starting with the concerns 
of the supervisor and clients, Rosario 
demonstrates responsibility. She may 
need help from the supervisor, for in-
stance, varying her work times to make it 
easier to obtain reliable babysitting. Still, 
Rosario is more likely to win favor if she 
holds herself accountable.
 As you read these scenarios, it may 
appear that I am holding students to 
a higher standard than I am holding 
field supervisors. If I were writing for 
an audience of supervisors, however, I 
would ask them to take the high road, 
and to perform at the highest standards 
of practice, even if their students are not. 
The bottom line, for students and field 
instructors alike: please maintain profes-
sional ethics at the highest levels even if 
(and perhaps especially when) the other 
person is not.

Dr. Allan Barsky is Professor of Social Work 
at Florida Atlantic University and Chair of 
the National Ethics Committee of the Na-
tional Association of Social Workers. He is the 
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Here I am, a 34-year-old woman 
nearly finished with a master’s 
program in social work. Walking 

into my first classes, I realized I would be 
required to have two different field place-
ments.  I thought to myself, “This is going 
to be a piece of cake. I’m a grown adult 
woman who is responsible and account-
able, and I have been around the block, 
per se.” 
 But what I soon realized was that I 
didn’t know as much as I thought I did.  
The area in which I learned the most about 
being a social worker was within those 
internships. Not only did I learn about 
the skills needed to be an effective social 
worker, but I also learned about myself and 
how those discoveries have and will lead 
me to be a better social worker. There were 
certain wisdoms that became apparent in 
my field placements. Here are a few.

It’s Okay To Not Know
 One of the most important ideas I 
learned was that I do not have to have all 
the answers. I remember when I was at my 
first internship, and I was co-facilitating a 
group on substance abuse.  I was terri-
fied that one of the clients would ask me a 
question about substance abuse to which I 
didn’t have an answer. But then I realized—
I am an intern, and it is okay to not know 
something.  A good social worker is not 
with clients to provide all the answers, 
but instead to find answers with clients.  I 
struggled with not being able to answer 
all my clients’ questions; however, what I 
realized was that sometimes many of my 
clients do not necessarily want an answer.  
Instead, they are seeking someone who can 
listen. 
 I spent much of my time in my first 
internship concerned with whether or not I 
appeared competent, rather than just genu-
inely being who I was—a first-year intern. 
As my second internship started, I realized 
that to be a good social worker, I needed to 
be human and cut myself some slack. I re-
alized that I will not know everything, and 
it is okay to verbalize that to my clients by 
using such phrases as, “I’m not sure, but let 
me get that answer for you.” When asked a 
question about how a family member feels, 

I may comment, “I can’t interpret how a 
person feels, as their feelings are their own.”  
It was then that I reached a realization, and 
it became easier for me to move on.

Do Your Own Work
 Another key idea that improved 
my effectiveness is knowing the value of 
“doing your own work.”  What I mean 
by that is working on your own issues and 
vices.  How can I expect my clients to do 
the work, when I haven’t done the work 
myself?  Doing my own work provided me 
an immense amount of insight about my 
own behaviors and how those influence my 

life. But it also provided me with a sense of 
empathy. I could then begin to understand 
how my clients felt when they came in for 
a first appointment.  Feelings of apprehen-
sion, vulnerability, anxiety, and/or fear 
about what may occur in counseling can be 
common feelings.
 My second internship involved issues 
that I had personal experience with, and 
I was terrified. I realized I had not fully 
worked on those issues. There was more 
work to be done.  For me to provide for my 
clients, I needed to begin to resolve those 
personal fears. If I did not, my fear was that 
countertransference would develop, and 
I would be performing a disservice to my 
clients. I remember hearing one of my cli-
ents’ experiences and hearing very much of 
my own story in those words. It scared me 
to no end, but it triggered an experience in 
me—one that I knew had to be dealt with in 
order for me to be a better professional.

Listen to Feedback
 The third most important fact I 
learned was that feedback is very important 

for me to develop as a social worker.  Not 
only should that feedback be from super-
visors, colleagues, and professors, but it 
should also come from clients. At my first 
internship, I asked a client for feedback on 
my performance. The client thought I was 
condescending and somewhat callous. I 
thought to myself at this point that I had 
done something terribly wrong. With the 
help of my field supervisor, I decided to 
speak with the client and investigate why 
the client had these feelings. Afterwards, 
my field supervisor and I processed this 
situation, and I remember being in tears, 
because I thought I had harmed my client. 
I realized that because I was so nervous, I 
came off to my clients in a different manner 
than I intended. If I had never asked for 
that feedback, I would never have known. 
 I also feel it is important to get feed-
back from clients so you know whether or 
not you are meeting their needs in therapy.  
In my second internship, I asked my clients 
which activities they enjoyed, which they 
did not, and which they would like to do. 
This way, I could meet their specific needs, 
which may have been different from those 
of another client. My first internship taught 
me that asking for feedback would be 
crucial to my development. I guess in some 
ways you can consider it to be constructive 
criticism from your clients. Take that criti-
cism and learn and grow from it.

Relax
 This leads me to the fourth important 
idea I learned: RELAX! During my first 
internship, I was so worried about every-
thing that I was not really able to recognize 
what I was doing correctly or incorrectly.  
I was so anxious that sometimes I was not 
hearing everything my clients were saying.  
I just kept thinking about the skills we had 
learned in class, and that was all that kept 
running through my head. I had the goal 
of perfection, but I learned that perfection 
will never happen in social work. Frankly, 
perfection in and of itself does not happen.  
What sort of standard was I going to hold 
myself to? Compare myself to other social 
workers? No two social workers are made 
alike, so how could I compare? I needed 
to be comfortable with myself and com-

Field Placement
Field Placement Wisdom

by Kelly C. Johnson, MSW
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fortable with who I was as a person and a 
social worker. 
 After what I learned at my first 
internship, I decided to take a different 
perspective and approach on the work that 
I was doing. I decided to relax and be the 
social worker that I knew I could be. This 
approach helped me tremendously. Not 
only did I really begin to enjoy the work I 
was doing, but I was better able to perform 
my social work duties. I didn’t worry so 
much about knowing everything and doing 
absolutely everything to perfection. Being 
a social worker is not about perfection; it 
is about doing no harm to your clients and 
joining them on their journey. I see it as a 
path that you follow with your client with 
many forks and turns in the road.  Each 
turn and merge leads you to a different 
path. 

The Importance of an 
Apology
 Another concept that was significant 
for me was the importance of an apology 
with your clients. When I got less than de-
sirable feedback from my client in my first 
internship, I listened to the client’s concerns 
and followed with an apology. I told the cli-
ent what my true intention was and that it 

was not my goal to make my client feel that 
way. I then followed with an apology. With 
that apology, the client visibly relaxed, and 
it was genuine.  I realized that while I am a 
social worker, I am also human. I will make 
mistakes, even with the best intentions. 

The Importance of the 
Relationship
 Finally, the relationship you have with 
your field supervisor in your placements 
can have a huge influence. In my first 
internship, I had a supervisor who really 
forced me to look at who I was and why I 
decided to get into social work. She chal-
lenged me and pushed me to go farther, 
but she cautioned me when I went too 
far. In those many hours of supervision, I 
realized how much of myself is projected 
onto my clients. I began to see how my 
values and beliefs about life influence how I 
practice social work.  
 In my first internship, I was counseling 
perpetrators of domestic violence. It can 
be very intimidating to be in a room full 
of men and be the only woman. My field 
supervisor guided me in modeling correct 
behaviors for these men. I began to notice 
that they respected me and enjoyed having 
me in the group, for not only my perspec-

tive but also for my presence. When I 
had a rough night with that group, the 
group and I talked about it. We figured out 
together what was influencing me the most.  
In some ways, it terrified me, because it 
was about self-discovery, and those issues 
were buried. With my supervisor’s help, 
they were brought to the surface to be dealt 
with.  
 In conclusion, field placements are 
hard. Not only are they difficult for your 
clients, but they are difficult for the intern.  
There is so much to learn and so many rev-
elations to be had. Looking back on it now, 
when I am only a month away from being 
finished with both field placements, I won-
der where all the time went and whether I 
really learned everything I needed to learn!  
Yes, but there is always room for more 
growth and learning. Welcome to a lifetime 
of learning.

Kelly C. Johnson, MSW, received her degree 
from the University of St. Francis. She also has a 
Bachelor in Organization Leadership as well as 
an Associate in Applied Science in Culinary Arts.  
She has counseled victims and perpetrators of 
domestic violence and counseled individuals with 
substance abuse issues. She spends time with her 
husband, Andrew, cooking, baking, and relaxing 
with her two English bulldogs and boxer.
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Public Housing is housing owned by 
the federal government to provide 
for families who would struggle to 

afford decent housing otherwise. The 
target demographic of public housing 
is eligible low-income families, older 
adults, and people with disabilities. Pub-
lic housing comes in all sizes and types, 
from scattered single family houses to 
high-rise apartments. 
 The federal government’s inter-
est in housing conditions can be traced 
back to the first national investigation of 
large urban slum areas in 1892. In the 
midst of widespread unemployment and 
financial collapse, Congress passed the 
Emergency Relief and Construction Act 
of 1932, creating the Reconstruction Fi-
nance Corporation (RFC). This was the 

government’s first major involvement in 
the housing field. The RFC was autho-
rized to make loans to private corpora-
tions providing housing for low-income 
families. 
 Today, the Department of Housing 
and Urban Development (HUD) also 
maintains a commitment to increasing 
quality affordable rental housing. Work-
ing with public agencies, nonprofit, faith-
based and community organizations, as 
well as private partners, the department 
has helped expand the availability of af-
fordable housing and improve structural 
and living conditions at HUD-insured 
and assisted rental housing projects. 
Many HUD program offices offer 
specially targeted programs to provide 
housing and other essential support to 
populations with special needs, includ-
ing older adults, people with disabilities, 
individuals with HIV/AIDS, and the 

homeless  (U.S Department of Housing 
and Urban Development, 2007). 
 Most local Public Housing Authori-
ties (PHA) receive oversight and funding 
through HUD. The HUD office provides 
administration for a particular geographi-
cal region of each state. If a problem 
with a PHA cannot be resolved, the next 
step is to contact the office of HUD that 
provides administration of the PHA in 
that area.

Who Is Eligible for Public 
Housing? 
 A Public Housing Authority de-
termines eligibility based on: 1) annual 
gross income; 2) whether the applicant 
qualifies as elderly, a person with a dis-
ability, or as a family; and 3) U.S. citizen-

ship or eligible immigration 
status. If applicants are eligible, 
the PHA will check their refer-
ences to make sure they and 
their families will be good ten-
ants. PHAs will deny admission 
to any applicant whose habits 
and practices may be expected 
to have a detrimental effect on 
other tenants or on the project’s 
environment. 
 There are approxi-
mately 1.2 million households 
living in public housing units, 
managed by some 3,300 Public 
Housing Authorities (U.S.  De-

partment of Housing and Urban Devel-
opment, 2012).

How To Qualify To Receive 
Public Housing
 To qualify to receive public housing, 
I recommend thorough documentation 
of all the items listed above. Proof of U.S. 
citizenship or eligible immigration status, 
documentation of credible references, 
and any documentation of special needs 
or circumstances are helpful.
 When my wife and I searched for 
our first home, we found many dirty 
houses in neighborhoods that were 
subject to crime. Then my wife and I 
went to the public housing “projects” 
and found a nice, clean, well-maintained 
apartment in a neighborhood that had 
little crime. My personal experience with 
public housing is very positive. We lived 

in a public housing community for more 
than three years, leaving when I found 
a better job. In our experience, public 
housing served the purpose for which it 
was designed—we were granted a nice 
home at a reduced price when we need-
ed it, and left for someone else to move 
in when our financial circumstances were 
better. The apartment we lived in was 
new, safe, clean, and well-maintained. 

Stigma
 The media has created a stigma 
concerning public housing. This stigma 
concerns the association of public hous-
ing with crime, filth, and fear. Before 
determining that the public housing in 
a community is unsafe, dirty, or ill-
maintained, people need to visit the 
apartments themselves and make an 
empirical observation. Public housing, 
like anything else, should not be subject 
to a broad generalization. Housing in 
general will be varied. Some areas will 
have more or less crime. Some build-
ings will be newer than others. Some 
buildings will be better maintained than 
others. The administration of public and 
private housing complexes will have 
varied competencies. I believe that, in 
most instances, what a modern social 
worker observes will be quite different 
from what the media has portrayed.

Advantages
 Public housing allows rent payment 
on a sliding scale, determined based on 
a “percentage of family income or some 
other reasonable system to determine 
income-based rents” (Department of 
Housing and Urban Development, 
2012). In most cities, income-based rent 
is calculated based on 30% of adjusted 
gross income. This sliding scale can be 
especially advantageous to those who 
have larger families and are in need of 
an apartment with multiple bedrooms.
 Easy access to public transportation 
is a “win/win” for both the community 
and the transit system. The community 
benefits from having affordable, safe 
transportation to work and shopping 
around town; and the transit system is 
granted access to a market demographic 
that will contain people who pay for the 
service.

Public Housing: The Social Worker’s Role
by Gerald Boone, BSW

Beautification efforts at a public housing project.
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The Role of the Social Worker 
in Navigating the System
 My wife and I were fortunate to be 
able to move in without a wait. Unfor-
tunately, there is a waiting list for most 
people, often for weeks or even months. 
Once available, the home does not 
automatically become occupied by those 
who have waited the longest. The Public 
Housing Authority  can operate much as 
a triage nurse does in determining who 
is in the greatest need. According to Title 
24, “the PHA may adopt a system of 
local preferences for selection of families 
admitted to the public housing program. 
The PHA system of selection preferences 
must be based on local housing needs 
and priorities” (Title 24: Department of 
Housing and Urban Development, 2012). 
For example, homeless families with 
young children or victims of domestic 
violence may be given priority. There 
is also the possibility that no particular 
population in your community is given 
priority, and the apartments truly are 
occupied on a “first come, first served” 
basis. 
 As a social worker, your role is to 
be knowledgeable about how the system 
works in your area and to advocate for 
your clients if public housing is their 
choice. If you represent an especially 
vulnerable population, such as those who 
are in a shelter because of domestic vio-
lence, speaking to the PHA in your town 
and obtaining priority status for your 
clients may be vital. You likely will be in 
a position to make a referral of a client 
that will open doors. 
 In most towns, this method of “tri-
age” is standard practice, but it is not uni-
versal. If granting housing to especially 
needy populations is not standard prac-
tice in your town, you may need to speak 
to the PHA or city government to have 
changes made. If your efforts do not 
achieve results, I advise speaking to the 
office of housing and urban development 
in your region, to receive support and 
advice. Notice that the policy states, “The 
PHA may adopt a system of local prefer-
ences for selection of families admitted to 
the public housing program.” The policy 
does not state that PHA is required to 
make an assessment of who is in greatest 
need and act accordingly. You may need 
to convince the PHA that those who are 
especially vulnerable should be given 
priority in housing placement.

 

The Role of the Social Worker 
in Macro Level Change
 One complaint often made against 
the public housing option is that public 
housing “projects” are full of crime. As 
mentioned before, such a view may be a 
generalization, but it could be true. 
 What do you do if there is an abun-
dance of crime, and it really isn’t safe to 
live there? My suggestion is to partner 
with the PHA and the city to create 
macro level change. The housing “proj-
ects” need to become a housing com-
munity. Such a change involves changes 
in operation and perception. In my city, 
the police have an apartment that is 
staffed 24 hours a day within the public 
housing community. The police conduct 
regular patrols from that office, as well 
as respond to concerns from the commu-
nity. This practice has helped curb crime 
within the community. 
 Another practice involves provid-
ing public transportation. A city bus has 
multiple stops and drives through the 
community every 30 minutes. If criminal 
activity is observed, the bus driver radios 
the dispatcher, who alerts the police 
department. Crime is not the result of 
poverty; crime is the result of security 
resources being allocated elsewhere. 
If security resources such as police are 
allocated within the public housing com-
munity, crime will diminish.
 Another security resource is neigh-
borhood pride. If a public housing com-
munity is modern, clean, and beautifully 
landscaped, the residents will work to 
keep it that way. People respond to their 
environment. Beauty in a public housing 
community is often overlooked. I would 
argue that beauty is a critical element of 
function. A beautiful environment that 
promotes wellness will create a sense 
of pride within residents. The greatest 
security resource a public housing com-
munity has is its residents.
 Community centers within public 
housing communities can provide job 
boards, information of particular use for 
seniors, or information of use to families 
with young children. In this fashion, the 
residents of the community not only 
have housing needs met, but also are 
empowered to seek other vocational, 
educational, and rehabilitative services.
 There are other ways in which the 
resources of a particular PHA may be of 
use. In Concord, Michigan, the managers 
of the PHA where I lived allowed me to 
plow a section of land to create a com-

munity garden. This project worked well 
in that setting, and many families partici-
pated. An urban setting may have other 
opportunities. Every PHA will have 
resources and obstacles to overcome. As 
social workers, we are in a position to 
use the tool box of people skills we carry 
to help build a better future.
 Jane Addams, a person some would 
say is the founder of our profession, 
created macro level change within the 
community of low-income families, 
older adults, and people with disabilities. 
We have fewer obstacles and access to 
greater resources than Ms. Addams did. 
Public housing can be a great resource 
for your clients if you acquaint yourself 
with the PHA in your city and find ways 
to partner with the PHA to provide for 
those in greatest need of their services.   
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Ours is a rewarding profession—
and a stressful one. It can be 
hard to stay positive, because 

problems are what we are expected 
(and expect ourselves) to solve. These 
expectations take a toll and sometimes 
result in a process of gradual exhaustion, 
cynicism, and loss of commitment. 
 I believe there are ways to become 
more resilient and flourish. Acknowledg-
ing vulnerability and using strength-based 
approaches are important tools. I hope 
to identify resources, creative tools, and 
skills early-career social workers can use. 
In fact, some of what we know to be help-
ful to clients can also be helpful to us. 
 A few years back, I offered a 
workshop for early-career social work-
ers where I began by summarizing my 
40-plus years as a social worker, noting 
that there were only three years I didn’t 
like what I did. Two of them were the 
first two years out of graduate school. 
The room of a dozen new social workers 
burst into laughter, one commenting that 
hearing this was worth the cost of the 
workshop. Although it’s now been more 
than two years since that day, I’ve heard 
from some attendees that my comment is 
still being talked about—because it gave 
them hope for the future. Early-career 
social workers in particular need more 
help than they are given in school—or 
as they’re leaving—with finding jobs and 
thriving in their first few years out. 
 They, as well as many who have 
been in the field for much longer, have 
concerns about competence, have dif-
ficulty managing self-doubt, or feel un-
dervalued or helpless in the face of often 
intractable problems. At the beginning 

of the workshop, they clearly laid out for 
me what they needed and wanted: 

•	 to know they weren’t alone in feel-
ing overwhelmed and questioning

•	 a safe community in which to share 
these feelings and their values

•	 support and help so as to have hope 
for the future

Burnout and Vulnerability

 I first became interested in the 
phenomenon of burnout 45 years ago, 

although I didn’t have a name for it at 
the time. As I remember, I experienced 
it first, and most traumatically, at age 
23, while working in a mid-1960s War 
on Poverty-funded settlement house in 
a midwestern city. At the time, I was 
idealistic but soon became disillusioned. 
I recall feeling helpless, but I didn’t rec-
ognize or couldn’t admit my vulnerabil-
ity. I didn’t know how to take the next 
positive step. Like many drawn to social 
work, l liked the idea of fixing people 
and systems, but didn’t like the feelings 
about what I could not solve or fix.

Building Strength and Resiliency: 
Tools for Early-Career Social Workers

by Marilyn Lammert, ScD, LCSW-C

Tools and Readings

 The following tools and readings provide additional resources for knowing 
yourself, acknowledging vulnerability, getting support, learning from and finding 
positives in difficult experiences, self care, job-seeking, and job changing.

Knowing Yourself

 » VIA Signature Strengths Questionnaire (http://www.authentichappiness.sas.upenn.edu/ques-
tionnaires.aspx) 

 » Realise2 (http://www.cappeu.com/Realise2.aspx). The Realise2 shows “Unrealised 
Strengths,” “Learned Behaviors” (those things you’re good at but that drain your energy) 
as well as “Realised Strengths” and “Weaknesses.” Both can be helpful for job search/
performance and career direction and information for increasing energy and sense of 
well-being. 

 » The Keirsey Temperament Sorter (http://www.keirsey.com/aboutkts2.aspx)–helpful for job 
search/job performance

 » Personal Values Inventory (Biswas-Diener, 2010, 95-97)
 » Resource Relevance Checklist (Ibid. 86-87)
 » Situational Benefactors (Ibid. 92-94)

Acknowledging Vulnerability and Getting Support

 » Shame Resilience (Brown, 2007, 268-270)
 » Peer groups (Guidelines for Setting Up Peer Supervision Groups, 2005; Counselman & 

Weber, 2004)

Learning From and Finding Positives in Difficult Experiences

 » Appreciative action in stressful situations (Stavros & Torres, 2005, 100-106)
 » Questions for reframing difficult situations (Kelm, 2008, 173-174) 

Self Care and Job-Seeking/Job Changing

 » Self-compassion inventory, exercises, and guided meditations (http://www.self-compassion.
org, Neff, 2011)

 » Creative use of early career years: learning more (e.g., about self-care, about agency ad-
ministration, clinical training, extra supervision); exploring PhD programs; starting peer 
groups; getting help from mentors or life coaches; changing jobs.

 » Job crafting to suit motivations, strengths, and passions (Berg, Dutton, & Wrzesniewski, 2010)
 » Assessing values and culture in organizations (Brown, 2012, 174-175)
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 Perhaps vulnerability is a no-no for helping professionals, a 
weakness okay for others—those we are trying to help—but not us. 
Are we good at giving help, but not so good about asking for the 
help we need? As a recent graduate told me a short time ago, calm 
is what is admired. If you’re sad, you can’t express it to your su-
pervisor, and there’s no room for collective support for yourself or 
others. Pulling yourself up by your bootstraps is what is required.
 We are trained to listen to clients and offer counsel and 
solutions. At the same time, we are human and therefore expe-
rience vulnerability—as true for us as for our clients. Still, we are 
expected to remain emotionally detached and to be altruistic 
and cool, whether dealing with clients or with colleagues. 
 I field-tested this sense of vulnerability recently in a survey 
of District of Columbia area social workers across the spectrum 
of experience, asking what was most difficult or stressful, person-
ally and professionally, past or present. Here are a few responses: 

•	 The lack of clarity and confidence that I experience when 
clients are struggling with life questions or crises that are 
similar to mine.

•	 The amount of time it took to feel like a competent and 
valuable professional.

•	 I often feel there is more I could or should be doing and 
worry that my choices regarding what to focus on will not 
be most efficacious.

•	 Am I where I belong? Is someone or somewhere else a bet-
ter fit?

•	 Being a (barely) “good enough” therapist while trying to 
recover my health and maintain “good enough” Mom sta-
tus. I know I'm not unique! How the hell do other people 
manage to balance these?!

 Here’s the bottom line: These feelings don’t go away with 
experience—we need to recognize and deal with them. If we 
think they show weakness, then we’re ashamed and unlikely to 
talk about them. A negative spiral of isolation, more vulnerabil-
ity, and shame may result.

Self Compassion, Peer Groups, and Positive 
Emotions

 Brene Brown (2012), a research professor at the Univer-
sity of Houston Graduate College of Social Work, is a popular 
speaker whose TED talks on shame, vulnerability, and whole-
hearted living have been viewed nearly 10 million times on the 
Internet. She has developed theories about vulnerability based 
on people’s lived experiences and writes about vulnerability 
and shame, including her own experience of the same. 
 Brown’s research found that connection gives meaning and 
purpose to life and that acknowledging vulnerability is key to au-
thentic connection. We learn early to protect ourselves from vul-
nerability by numbing our feelings, putting on emotional armor, 
and acting invulnerable (Brown, 2012). I believe this learning is 
reinforced in our training as social workers. What to do?
 Brown suggests self-compassion and recommends ideas 
proposed by University of Texas psychologist Kristin Neff 
(2011), who advocates practicing self-compassion by recogniz-
ing our common humanity—because we’re all vulnerable and 
imperfect. This is perhaps one way out of the isolation we may 
feel—knowing our sense of personal inadequacy is part of the 
shared human experience.  

 A more well-known approach is the peer group. In order 
to be a safe community in which to get support, members must 
have the courage to be authentically vulnerable. To be con-
nected, we must speak what may feel unspeakable or shame-
ful—and ask for what we need. The experience of feeling known 
by peers in this way and accepted can be healing (Counselman 
& Weber, 2004). We develop resilience to shame (Brown, 2012, 
2007). 
 Self-compassion and peer groups are two ways to deal with 
the difficult feelings that are part of our professional lives—they 
help us feel better. In fact, recent research in positive psychol-
ogy shows that happiness (or positive emotions) also: 

•	 broadens our repertoire of how we think and what we do 
•	 increases our flexibility to bounce back 
•	 helps us cope better with negative situations
•	 motivates us to do new things and have new relationships 

(Garland & Frederickson, 2010).

 Positive emotions build internal resources that produce 
more positive emotions, leading to an upward spiral—a self-
perpetuating system—of feeling good that sustains itself (Fred-
erickson, 2001). Positive emotions help us bounce back from 
stressful situations—they build resiliency. Focusing on feeling 
positive rather than what is wrong can be a powerful tool. I 
believe it provides leverage for change. 
 In self-compassion, a key element is taking a balanced ap-
proach to our negative emotions—neither suppressing nor exaggerat-
ing them. One of the best ways to cultivate positive emotions is to 
find positive meaning in a situation. Reframing events positively is 
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Tips for surviving the beginning years:
•	 Get	energy	by	knowing	and	using	your	strengths

•	 Find	true	support

•	 Practice	self-compassion	and	self-care

Let me help you:
•	 Build	resilience	by	learning	positive		

approaches	to	problem-solving

•	 Develop	a	network	of	allies	&	connections

•	 Choose	jobs	that	fit	your	values	&	temperament

•	 Map	a	career	path	that	offers	excitement	and	

financial	security
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was questioning why she went into social 
work and wanted to move from her first 
job to one that used her strengths—ener-
gized more and depleted less. 
 She was offered an interview for a job 
in her current agency but, thinking it was 
not a job she wanted, thought it unfair 
to go through the interview. Setting her 
objections aside, I suggested that she use 
the experience to hone her interviewing 
skills and practice asking for what she 
wanted. Annie was clear about what she 
wanted—characteristics an ideal job would 
have—through previous work with me. As 
a way to get a feel for the job on offer, I 
suggested she ask to talk to someone who 
had done the job previously.
 Annie ended up feeling like a 
winner. She came out of the interview 
feeling more confident about her inter-
viewing skills and how to ask for what 
she wanted, regardless of what was being 
offered. She was offered the job but 
didn't take it, and later got a position in 
another organization that is a better fit.
 She felt particularly good because 
she learned that her previous employer 
now asks interviewees to talk to a person 
who once held the advertised position. 
Instead of short-changing them, An-
nie actually enhanced their interview 
process. She not only gained valuable 
experience despite her misgivings; she 
also contributed to positive change in her 
former agency.
 In summary, social work is a reward-
ing and challenging profession in which 
the first years are particularly daunt-
ing. Knowing ourselves—our strengths, 
values, resources, and in what situations 
we work best; having the courage to 
acknowledge vulnerability and devel-
oping the connection and support that 
results; using approaches that allow us 
to take whatever comes and positively 
frame it; and developing our self-care 
and job seeking/changing skills—these 
make a huge difference. With help and 
the right tools, we can use stressful and 
difficult times to become more resilient 
and thrive.
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one way to move to that balanced ap-
proach. How can we do that?

Appreciative Inquiry

 Appreciative Inquiry (AI) is a 
modality developed initially in the 
organizational change field (Cooperider 
& Whitney, 1999). Jacqueline Kelm, an 
AI practitioner, extended Appreciative 
Inquiry for use in everyday life. She de-
veloped a reframing process social work-
ers can use to find positives in difficult 
experiences. It draws on the following 
core principles of Appreciative Inquiry.

•	 Constructionist Principle: Words Cre-
ate Worlds—Reality, whether subjec-
tive or objective, is socially created 
through language and conversations.

•	 Simultaneity Principle: Inquiry Cre-
ates Change—Inquiry is an interven-
tion. When we ask a question, we 
begin to create change. 

•	 Poetic Principle: We Can Choose What 
We Focus On—Stories are endlessly 
open to interpretation like good 
poems. What we choose to focus on 
makes a difference. It describes—
even creates—our world.

•	 Anticipatory Principle: Image Inspires 
Action—Human systems move in the 
direction of images of the future. 
The more positive and hopeful the 
image of the future, the more posi-
tive the present-day action.

•	 Positive Principle: Positive Questions 
Lead to Positive Change—Momentum 
for change requires large amounts 
of positive affect and social bonding. 
(Cooperider & Whitney, 1999)

 These principles, and the reframing 
process, can help us change the story 
of something negative to one that has 
some positive meaning. We become 
more aware of our internal and external 
dialogues and intentionally shift or re-
frame them so that our focus is on what 
we want more of rather than on what we 
don’t want. AI doesn’t ignore problems 
or pretend they don’t exist; rather, it 
expands our frame, enabling us to find 
good that is already present (that we may 
be filtering out). Kelm’s process involves 
appreciating what we have in the pres-
ent, getting clear about what we want, 
and taking action (Kelm, 2005).  
 I applied Kelm’s process recently 
with a coaching client, Annie, an early-
career social worker I mentored. She 
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By day, I’m a social work professor, 
by night, a social work clinical 
supervisor.  Some social work-

ers do not get the benefit of social work 
supervision in the workplace; many are 
supervised by those in other professions.  
The intense and sometimes emotion-
ally-depleting work of our profession 
demands that the work (and worker) be 
supervised by someone who knows what 
the work entails and the toll it can take 
on the worker.
 In addition, social workers look-
ing for clinical licensure sometimes do 
not have clinical supervision available 
to them on the job, and therefore need 
to seek it privately. When I realized 
that  many of the MSW graduates I 
had taught had no social work supervi-
sion, a colleague and I started a clinical 
supervision group. It is in a social work 
supervision group that social workers can 
be heard, understood, guided, protected, 
validated, supported, and reassured!
 The specialization I chose in my 
MSW program was group work, and my 
doctoral dissertation was about learning 
in self-help groups, so doing supervision 
in a group format provides the best of 
several worlds to me. It can include the 
“teaching” aspect that I love, it keeps me 
aware of system and social justice issues 
in our field, and I get to be involved in 
client work without having to endure 
some of the unpleasant facets of direct 
care, such as billing and on-call work!
 Several supervision group members 
have commented that they appreciate 
the opportunity to be with like-minded 
workers in the group. Some of them may 
be the only social worker in their agency 
and often have no one who views situa-
tions through the multiple lenses that so-
cial workers do. Most importantly, when 
ethical dilemmas arise, social workers 
become what I call “the conscience of 
the agency.” At times, workers from 
other disciplines fail to see the potential 
consequences of a sticky ethical bound-
ary crossing or some other situation with 
potential ethical implications.  
 Freda Brashears (1995) calls social 
work supervision a form of social work 
practice. She claims that making social 
work practice and social work supervi-
sion two separate entities is constructing 
a false dichotomy. Her re-conceptual-

ization of supervision is one based on 
mediation and mutual aid. The most 
fascinating part of group work for me is 
the concept of mutual aid.  In self-help 
groups, this concept is known as the 
“helper-therapy principle.” When one 
helps someone else, the helper is also 
helped. This concept is especially salient 
in group supervision. All help all in a 
supervision group, including the leader. 
I learn so much from the group sessions 
and members!
 It is particularly satisfying to see 
social workers from different work areas 
be able to generalize concepts across 
settings.  For example, there may be 
six people in a group: one working in 
hospice, one in private therapy practice, 
another in family-based services, one in 
the VA, another in medical oncology, 
and another working in a brain injury 
program.  The group membership is 

sufficiently heterogeneous to provide 
diversity and a variety of experiences 
to discuss, yet homogeneous enough to 
find common practice issues and similar 
professional development needs.
 Supervision groups can be theme-
centered, case-centered, or worker-
centered. For theme-centered sessions, 
we may discuss a topic such as self-
disclosure in social work interventions, 
or I may introduce a particularly relevant 
journal article for discussion. For case or 
work-centered sessions, we may discuss 
a particular case for which a member 
would like collegial input, or an interdis-
ciplinary conflict, or a difficult systems 
issue or co-worker!  And finally, and per-
haps what I consider the most important 
aspect of group supervision, is discussing 
the impact of the work on the worker. 
What emotional toll might the worker 
anticipate?  What personal impact may 
give a clue to countertransference issues?  
And what can be done to ameliorate 

some of the stresses incurred at and 
because of the work? One purpose of the 
group is to provide a safe and rejuvenat-
ing place where people can share fears 
and emotional consequences of their pro-
fession and discover ways to deal with 
work-related stress.
 An unintended benefit of the 
group has been the networking that has 
occurred. More than one person has 
changed jobs as a result of information 
learned in the group, and participants 
have gleaned many referral sources.  
 One of the downsides of any type of 
supervision is the concept of “Responde-
at Superior,” which means the supervisor 
must respond for the supervisee’s ac-
tions. This vicarious liability risk may be 
compounded in group supervision, not 
only because risk increases exponentially 
with more supervisees, but also because 
a member may more easily “hide” in the 
safety of numbers and not reveal a po-
tentially litigious situation. It is extremely 
important for both supervisor and super-
visees to maintain malpractice insurance.
 A social work supervisor should 
role-model continuous learning and 
professional development. To that end, 
I have taken courses and workshops 
regarding supervision.  In addition, I 
completed a two-year certification pro-
gram in Advanced Clinical Supervision 
at Smith College School of Social Work.  
Even in that wonderful program, there 
was little that spoke to group supervision, 
so I have continued to do my own self-
directed learning about it.  
 It is important to evaluate the ef-
fectiveness of our interventions, and 
evaluating the effectiveness of super-
vision is no different. I have tried to 
measure the impact of group supervision 
in a variety of ways. First, through a type 
of goal-attainment scaling, members 
have noted where they were at the begin-
ning of supervision, where they wanted 
to go, and in what ways that goal may or 
may not have been accomplished.  We 
also have evaluated group participation 
through instruments such as the Group 
Rating Session Scale developed by Scott 
Miller and colleagues (2003). I especially 
like to use the American Board of Social 
Work Examiners Professional Develop-
ment and Practice Competencies (2002) 
to help members assess how their profes-

Considerations in Group Supervision
by Claudia DeWane, D.Ed., LCSW, BCDGroups
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sional development is evolving.  These 
standards delineate what levels of com-
petence social workers should demon-
strate immediately upon graduation, after 
two years of experience, and within 3-5 
years of supervised clinical experience.  
 Finally, as another self-report mea-
sure of effectiveness, we have adopted  
what Brigid Proctor (2008) calls the Four 
C’s of supervision: to increase confi-
dence, competence, compassion, and 
creativity.  Each member thinks of ways 
in which the group has contributed to in-
creasing his or her confidence. Examples 
might be increased confidence in dealing 
with a difficult co-worker, in perform-
ing suicide assessments, or in ability to 
diagnose. Increased competence might 
be demonstrated in a member devel-
oping a clear theoretical orientation, 
gaining expertise in a particular model or 
technique, or working with a particular 
population. Compassion is measured in 
increased sensitivity to different client 
populations and cultures, and even in 
increased compassion toward oneself 
in self-care and balancing work and 
family demands. Creativity is evidenced 
in different or innovative approaches 
taken.  For example, play therapy with 

adults (Schaefer, 2003) has recently been 
addressed in social work literature, and 
a member successfully utilized some 
of those techniques with a particularly 
guarded and reticent adult client.
 Perhaps the most important as-
pect of group supervision is the ability 
to explore and resolve ethical dilem-
mas.  Group members can help one 
another decide the severity of an issue 
and indeed if it represents an ethical 
dilemma or just a complicated practice 
decision. All social work models of ethi-
cal decision-making call for consultation 
with experts and colleagues.  The group 
can provide such consultation.
 Using a group format for social work 
supervision replicates the best there is 
of group work.  It is vibrant, fluid, and 
dynamic.  You can pretty much count on 
the sum being greater than the parts!
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Transforming Passion Into 
Action—Student perspective

Social work students have power 
to spark change, yet many feel 
they must wait until they become 

professional social workers before they 
can legitimately take action. We want to 
share how our inspiration about a social 
justice issue led us to raise awareness and 
action in our university community. We 
also include a professor’s perspective, be-
cause faculty can play an important role 
in encouraging and supporting students.  
 As undergraduate juniors, we 
started a student group, Women Against 
Domestic Violence, to raise awareness, 
engage, and empower others to trans-
form the issue from something society 
“manages” to something society actively 
works to abolish.  Gender-based violence 
is not just a “fact of life.”  We have to 
start responding to violence collectively, 
sharing resources and knowledge.  Most 
importantly, we must believe that change 
is possible and not radical.  
 We asked ourselves, “What are 
modern methods to inspire a new 
generation of advocates? How do we 
recruit people and get them excited 
about this issue?”  We explored modern 
methods in social movements by learn-
ing about online toolkits that have all 
the components to stage a large event 
that will draw a crowd. In our case, we 
used the Half the Sky toolkit, a move-
ment started by Sheryl WuDunn and 
Nicholas Kristof to, in their words, “turn 
oppression into opportunity for women 
worldwide.”  
 We were hoping around 100 people 
would come to our event, and had tables 
and food for 125, just to be safe. The 
tables filled immediately, yet people 
kept pouring in. The food ran out, but 
students and faculty continued to arrive.  
More chairs were delivered until there 
was only standing room. Still more came, 
until the large ballroom was absolutely 
packed. Since this event, our student 
group filled with new members. More 
events are in the making. Some social 
work students have even been in com-
munication with one of the women lead-
ers in the documentary and are planning 
to go to Somaliland to engage in social 

work there. We wanted to get the word 
out and bring attention to the issue of 
violence and oppression against women 
and girls, and we did it.  
 The event was a huge success, and 
it took perseverance to pull it off. This 
is the story we want to share here, so 
others, too, will press on. Our message 
to other social work students is:  “Aware-
ness is the first step, 
but it won’t happen 
in a vacuum. So start 
now, do anything, 
plant the seed, and 
watch it grow.”
 The online tool-
kit provided us with 
a 40-minute Half the 
Sky documentary—a 
powerful combination 
of personal stories of 
horrible sexual vio-
lence against women 
and girls juxtaposed 
with stories of cour-
age and success in 
the fight against it. It 
proved to leave peo-
ple feeling enraged, 
yet empowered to 
do something. We 
wanted our audience 
to see the local effect, 
as well, so we brought 
in a panel of local 
experts on domestic 
violence, law enforce-
ment, and survivors. 
 As students, the 
prospect of throwing 
a big event was daunting to us. There 
were many steps to take, forms to fill out, 
and other preparations. Events can be 
expensive and time-consuming, so we 
learned the importance of collaborators 
and sponsors.  We engaged other student 
organizations to support the cause, which 
expanded publicity and piqued interest. 
We learned that to achieve collaboration, 
we had to request little or no funding 
from our student partners.  They were 
happy, however, to help with promotion, 
setting up, and running the event—much 
needed assistance. 
 The biggest challenge we faced was 
a lack of faith in our ability to reach our 

student body. Other organizations, staff, 
and faculty warned us that despite our 
efforts, we should expect a low turnout. 
They urged us to plan with this in mind—
smaller space, less food, request fewer 
resources, anticipate apathy. It is not that 
their warnings were unfair. Apathy, tim-
ing, and busy schedules commonly result 
in low turnout for campus events.  

Instead of scaling back, we redoubled 
our efforts. We attended to every detail 
that might encourage attendance, start-
ing with promotion. We got our event 
advertised on electronic campus screens, 
online, in flyers, and in display cases. 
We asked professors to encourage their 
classes to attend. Once we could dem-
onstrate widespread collaboration, the 
university was willing to provide more 
financial support and a larger space.  
We offered free t-shirts for the first 80 
students, which advertised not the event, 
but the issue of gender-based violence.  
We provided something all students 
love—a free dinner.  

The Power of Social Work Students:
A Call to Action on Violence Against Women

by Nora Smyth, Helen Garcia, and Ande Nesmith, Ph.D., MSW

Helen Garcia and Nora Smyth show off a t-shirt designed to promote 
awareness of gender-based violence.
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 Our message to social work students 
is that college is the best time in your life 
to be bold and active. Colleges are full 
of resources, and, despite red tape, they 
tend to be supportive of student activi-
ties that promote awareness and social 
change. This is your time to be heard 
and make a difference! Remember, the 
first step is to have an idea. 

Encouraging Students With a 
Passion for Social Justice—A 
Professor’s Perspective

 Although the story told here is 
student-led action, social work faculty 
play an important role, as well. Too 
often, students feel they can’t develop 
an event, form a group, or write a letter 
to a representative until they graduate 
and are officially licensed social workers.  
Sometimes what they need is encourage-
ment and guidance.  If faculty want to 
inspire students to work toward social 
justice, we need to do more than teach it. 
 Our first job is to identify passion in 
students where it exists.  The indicators 
are there, although subtle at times. Pas-
sions may surface in the context of paper 
assignments, classroom discussions, or 

during informal conversations outside of 
class. As a professor at the University of 
St. Thomas, I often see and hear students 
express a desire for change in the world.  
Typically, though, it is paired with a 
sense of powerlessness to influence 
meaningful change.  
 After witnessing the success of the 
Half the Sky event, it is clear to me that 
any student can turn passion into social 
action.  A college campus is the perfect 
place for it.  Professors can seize the 
opportunity when students hint at an 
issue that concerns them.  We can start 
the conversation, let them know they 
do have power, and often an interested 
audience—“if we create an event, they 
will come.”  
 Our second task is to be armed with 
information. Find out what is needed to  
schedule an event on campus, start a new 
student group, and what financial re-
sources are available to them.  We need 
to convey that they do not have to start 
from scratch, as when I was in college.  
Half the Sky is not the only social issue 
with existing resources to start action. A 
Google search of “(social issue) toolkits” 
will reveal that others have done much 
of the hard work already.  Toolkits may 
include films, discussion questions, pre-

written letters to Congress, and ideas and 
materials for running educational events.  
 A final task for professors is to 
spread the word to other faculty who 
may choose to embed it in their course, 
as I did, and offer credit to students for 
attending the events. To be clear, it is not 
our job as faculty to co-opt the process 
from students, but we do have a role—
indeed a responsibility—to help them 
recognize their power and voice, now, as 
students.
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University of St. Thomas and St. Catherine 
University.
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Editor’s Note: See Spring and Summer 2013 
issues for parts I, II, and III.

Since your very first practice class 
in a social work program, you’ve 
probably been told a thousand 

and one times that you must keep client 
information confidential. “Don’t talk 
about clients with friends or family.” 
“Don’t discuss clients in the hallway or  
elevator,” and so forth. And yet you are 
a mandated reporter, required by law 
to report suspicions of child abuse and 
neglect. Isn’t there a conflict here? The 
short answer is “yes,” but this article will 
spell out the long answer for you that 
finds that your legal obligation to report 
trumps your ethical responsibility to your 
client.

Responsibility to Keep Client 
Information Confidential

 Confidentiality means that informa-
tion shared within a relationship will 
not be shared outside that relationship.  
The expectation is that what a client 
tells a social worker, the social worker 
will not reveal to others. The purpose 
of client confidentiality is to encourage 
clients to share information that may be 
embarrassing, or even self-incriminating.  
Through the sharing of such information, 
the social worker can help the client ad-
dress an issue, concern, or problem the 
client may be experiencing. The social 
worker’s obligation to keep client infor-

mation confidential is supported through 
state and federal law, but most often is 
discussed in reference to the NASW Code 
of Ethics.
 In the NASW Code of Ethics (NASW, 
2008), Standard 1.07 outlines that social 
workers “should respect client’s right to 
privacy” (1.07[a]) by protecting “confi-
dentiality of all information obtained in 
the course of professional service, except 
for compelling professional reasons” 
(1.07[b]).  So, is the legal requirement 
to report suspected child maltreatment 
a “compelling professional reason” to 
break client confidentiality? And the 
simple answer is “yes.”
 Although a social worker’s primary 
commitment is to his or her client, the 
Code outlines that social workers have 
a responsibility to the larger society as 
well.  In Standard 1.01, the Code ac-
knowledges there are times when the 
social worker’s responsibility to society 
at large, or a specific legal obligation of 
the social worker, may supersede loyalty 
to a client.  The example of child abuse 
reporting is specifically highlighted in 
this standard.  
 So, the legal requirement of all 
social workers to report suspected child 
maltreatment trumps the responsibility 
to keep client confidences quiet. The 
NASW Code and related laws all find this 
to be so.

The Importance of Informed 
Consent

 Balancing the ethical responsibility to 
protect client confidentiality and the legal 
obligation to protect children from harm 
is difficult, even for social workers with 
decades of experience! So, how do you 
actually do this? First things first, you start 

at the beginning of the relationship with 
your client by incorporating a discussion 
of the limits to client confidentiality with 
your client through informed consent.
 Informed consent is the process 
through which social workers discuss 
with clients the nature of the social 
worker/client relationship. Through 
informed consent, the social worker and 
client outline what the client can expect 
from the professional relationship, as 
well as what the social worker expects 
from the client’s participation.   
 Informed consent often includes 
a discussion of basic protocols, such as 
how to make or cancel appointments, or 
the best way to contact the social worker. 
The process should also involve outlin-
ing what work will be done with and for 
the client, and what expectations there 
are for client involvement. Integral to the 
informed consent process is a discussion 
of client confidentiality.  
 Using simple language, appropri-
ate to the developmental and language 
needs of the client, the social worker 
needs to explain to the client that he or 
she will generally keep information pri-
vate, but that there are specific instances 
when the social worker is required to 
break client confidentiality. It is at this 
point that the social worker should 
highlight that if he or she suspects child 
maltreatment based on information re-
ceived from the client, the social worker 
must break client confidentiality to make 
a report of the suspicion to child protec-
tive services.  
 It is important to clarify with the cli-
ent that this means that the social worker 
may have to report suspected child abuse 
or neglect based on what the client says, 
even if the client is neither the victim nor 
the perpetrator. In other words, the so-
cial worker may (depending on the state 

Part IV: Conflicted Over Confidentiality?
by Kathryn S. Krase, Ph.D., J.D., MSW
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where he or she resides*) have to make 
a report  involving people he or she has 
never met. 
 In some agencies or practice set-
tings, informed consent involves the 
client signing a form that acknowledges 
receipt of certain information. Although 
a written tool is a good idea, it is impor-
tant that there be additional methods for 
ensuring informed consent.  
 In all cases, with or without written 
informed consent tools, the social worker 
and client should discuss, face-to-face, 
expectations for confidentiality and 
when confidentiality will be breached.  
The social worker should use language 
the client can understand. So, the social 
worker can say that he or she will keep 
information “private” or “between the 
two of us.” But it is very important that 
the social worker make 
it clear that 
there 
may 
be times 
when the 
“private” 
information 
will be shared 
wi th others . Basic language 
can be used, such as, “I will have to 
share this private information if I think 
that you are going to hurt yourself, or 
hurt someone else, or if I think someone 
may be hurting you or someone else.” 
 As with other forms of communica-
tion with clients, it is important to ensure 
that the client understands what you 
outline through informed consent. With 
child clients, or clients with impaired 
cognitive ability, you can start by asking 
them if they understand, but it is best to 
follow up. You can ask a question like, “If 
a boy told me that his mother was hurt-
ing him, would I keep that private?” And 
then explain who you would report to 
and why, highlighting that child protec-
tive services would then help protect that 
person from being hurt again.
 It is possible that by explaining to 
your client the limits of confidentiality, 
the client may choose not to disclose 
information that would warrant you to 
make a report to child protective ser-
vices. It is important to remember that it 
is the client’s right to choose what infor-
mation to share with you. That is part of 
the client’s right to “self-determination” 
(NASW Code, Standard 1.02).
 Informed consent is most often 
thought of in the context of the contract-

ing stage with a client, which comes at 
the beginning of the professional rela-
tionship. To be effective, informed con-
sent should be seen as an ongoing process. 
Informed consent can be integrated into 
each session with a client, or at regular/
periodic intervals throughout a profes-
sional relationship. As the goals of the 
relationship change, informed consent 
should be revisited.  

Protecting Your Clients 
Even When Breaking 
Confidentiality 

 Whereas it is clear that professional 
standards of conduct accept and expect a 
social worker to break client confidential-

ity to report suspicions of 
child maltreatment, the 
Code also highlights the 
social worker’s respon-
sibility to minimize 
harm to a client from 
this kind of disclo-
sure. Social workers 

are expected to provide the 
least amount of confidential client infor-
mation necessary.  
 Even while making a report to child 
protective services, you should try to 
protect your client as much as possible.  
If you make a report to child protec-
tive services about a client, you do not 
provide a complete bio-psycho-social 
assessment of your client. Instead, you 
provide the information necessary for 
fulfilling your legal obligation to report, 
as well as your ethical obligation to the 
larger society, while protecting as much 
of your client’s privacy as you can.
 The responsibility to keep client 
confidentiality while simultaneously 
adhering to the legal responsibility of 
social workers to protect children from 
maltreatment is an obvious conflict. 
However, a firm grounding of the profes-
sional relationship through thoughtful 
informed consent and attention to the 
responsibilities of the social worker to 
minimize harm to the client even after 
client confidentiality is breached show 
how such conflict can be effectively 
eased. 

* For state specific information, visit the 
Child Welfare Information Gateway State 
Statute Search at: https://www.childwelfare.
gov/systemwide/laws_policies/state/

Visit our online store to find out 
about all of our publications and 

products! 
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age-proofing services so that they are able 
to respond to older people’s needs are also 
important objectives” (p. 53). 
 My favorite chapters were five and 
six, in which critical social work and 
creativity are covered. In the case example 
of Mrs. Oliver’s New Life (p. 120), the 
social worker learns that opportunity work 
needs to accompany reality work! Aims 
of the creativity chapter include helping 
the reader develop, evaluate, and incor-
porate multiple types of creative practice, 
including life review and reminiscence, 
gardening, painting, photography, music, 
religion and/or spirituality, and redesign-
ing ordinary activities creatively. 
 In conclusion, I give an enthusiastic 
“thumbs up” to Payne’s book. The book 
esteems older adults and is useful for 
teaching, developing presentations, and 
gaining ideas for community group work 
endeavors.

Reviewed by Lisa E. Cox, Associate Professor of 
Social Work and Gerontology, Research Chair, 
Stockton College’s Center on Successful Aging 
(SCOSA), The Richard Stockton College of 
New Jersey.

Reviews—continued from page 35
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Angela was adopted at a very 
young age from foster care. Her 
adoption was transracial. It also 

was considered a “special needs” adop-
tion—Angela had serious medical condi-
tions, and doctors suggested that she 
might not be able to walk. Through the 
strong efforts of her first foster family and 
her adoptive family, Angela received the 
treatment she needed. She was able not 
only to walk, but also to play competi-
tively in sports. While at college, she met 
Bryan Tucker, who eventually became 
her husband.
 Angela describes herself as an “in-
quisitive, curious person by nature.” Al-
though her adoption was largely closed 
to her, she wondered about whether 
her interests and talents were due to her 
relationship to her biological family. Her 
adoptive family entertained her ques-
tions, and Angela eagerly looked forward 
to her 21st birthday, at which point she 
expected to receive her birth records.
 What Angela received was a set of 
heavily-redacted reports that left her 
with frustration rather than answers. This 
experience is familiar to many adoptees, 

and a growing movement is pushing for 
adoptees to have full, unrestricted access 
to their original birth certificates and 
other historical information.  
  A couple of years later, with the 
support of her adoptive family and her 
husband, Angela decided to search for 
her birth family. Angela’s husband is a 
filmmaker, and he captured the process 
and the meetings for Angela. Recently, 
with the blessings of all involved, he 
released the footage as part of a docu-
mentary called Closure.
 If you’re reading this as a student 
of social work, I encourage you to view 
the film. Angela makes multiple cross-
country trips to meet, and to know, her 
birth family. The story is compelling, but 
there’s more that makes it worth seeing. 
Here are a few things that I liked, which 
are important points for social workers 
to catch, as they may inform our future 
work with families touched by adoption.

1. Angela’s family supported her desire 
to meet her birth family. Although 
they had mixed feelings, and were 
honest about them, they did not 
begrudge Angela the right to have 
this need met.

2. Angela’s family accompanied her on 
her trip. I can think of no stronger 
show of support. Often, adoptive 
parents express a willingness to al-
low their child to go off on their own 
and track down their birth families 
at some point in the future; it’s much 
healthier, and much more conducive 
to the adoptee having an integrated 
identity, if the adoptive family par-
ticipates in the reunion.

3. Angela was scared about some of 
the prospects of reunification. She 
feared rejection and disappointment, 
and she initially experienced both 
of them. However, she felt the need 
for reunion strongly enough that 
she kept trying, and her family was 
committed to her strongly enough 
that they kept encouraging her, and 
ultimately she realized a powerful 
and meaningful reunion.

 I interviewed Angela for my website 
this past May. In the interview, she ac-
knowledged that in spite of the reunion, 
her adoptive family is still the family she 
considers herself closest to. However, the 
reunion with her birth family has pro-
vided her with answers and peace about 
a previously clouded period of her life.
 Angela isn’t alone. The Canadian 
documentary, The Invisible Red Thread, 
follows 15-year-old Vivian, an adoptee 
who travels to China to learn about her 
roots. Vivian reported that making the 
trip gave her enough answers to feel 
comfortable moving forward in life. 
Themes of the importance of historical 
information and connection with people 
from one’s birth family are also evident 
in Antwone Fisher, Meet the Robinsons, and 
The Tigger Movie, although the fictional 
movies often end with the adoptee 
deciding not to pursue contact. That 
does sometimes happen in real life, but 
“contentment without seeking” probably 
shouldn’t be seen as more virtuous than 
“contentment after seeking.”
 Many people approaching adop-
tion assume that contentment should 
come without seeking—that adoptees 
won’t wonder about their life before their 
adoption, and sometimes even giving 
voice to beliefs that it would be ungrate-
ful for the adoptee to do so.  As a social 
worker, you’re in a position to help 
prospective adoptive parents and their 
families examine where their expecta-
tions come from, and evaluate whether 
they’re helpful.

Addison Cooper, 
MSW, LCSW, is the 
creator of Adoption at 
the Movies adoption 
movie review website 
(www.adoptionlcsw.
com). He is a foster 
care and adoption su-
pervisor and therapist 
in Southern California. 
Find him on Facebook at http://www.face-
book.com/AdoptionAtTheMovies and follow 
him on Twitter @AddisonCooper.

Closure and Other Films Look at 
Adoptees Seeking Their Birth Families

by Addison Cooper, LCSW

Social Work Goes to the Movies

Closure poster. Photo credit: Brian Lee.
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 Please send us a short news article about your group’s activities. 
Also, send us photos of your club in action—we may even feature you 
on our front cover!
 It’s easy to share your club’s activities with our readers. Send your 
news/photos to: 

Linda Grobman, ACSW, LSW, Editor/Publisher
THE NEW SOCIAL WORKER
P.O. Box 5390, Harrisburg, PA 17110-0390
or to lindagrobman@socialworker.com

Stroud—continued from page 3

Greetings From the Phi Alpha Honor Society

 We are pleased to announce the following 2013 Phi Alpha award winners:

Outstanding Advisor of the Year:  
Robin Walters-Powell, University of Findlay

Chapter Service Award: 
Boise State University Theta Psi, Florida International University Delta Iota, 
Loma Linda University Iota Pi, Texas A&M University-Central Texas Pi Rho

Patty Gibbs Wahlberg Scholarship:
1st place: Kori Bower, Pittsburg State University
2nd place: Sara Francesconi, Creighton University
3rd place: Sophie Anderson, University of Portland

 Congratulations to all winners, and thank you to all Chapter Advisors who 
served as judges!  
 The Phi Alpha Poster Board Presentation will take place at the Phi Alpha 
International meeting in conjunction with CSWE-APM in Dallas, Texas, on No-
vember 1. All chapters are encouraged to participate at this national event. Please 
e-mail the International Office at PhiAlphaInfo@etsu.edu for further information 
regarding the Poster Board Presentation and other Phi Alpha awards. 

Kind Regards, 
Tammy Hamilton, Executive Secretary, PhiAlphaInfo@etsu.edu

THE SOCIAL WORK GRADUATE SCHOOL 
APPLICANT’S HANDBOOK

Second Edition
by Jesús Reyes

Now available in Kindle format at Amazon.com AND 
in print at Amazon.com or shop.whitehatcommuni-
cations.com

NEW:  THE NEW SOCIAL WORKER® 
Magazine’s Back-to-School Guide 
for Social Work Students

Edited by Linda May Grobman and Karen Zgoda

Available in Kindle format at Amazon.com and in 
other ebook formats at Smashwords.com

American Red Cross, and a health- and 
health care-related Speaker’s Bureau. 
 Stroud is a graduate student board 
representative of the National Associa-
tion of Social Workers Georgia Chapter 
and currently volunteers as an Emory 
Healthcare Patient Family Advocate. 
 Stroud came to the attention of 
Catherine Ivy, NASW Georgia’s execu-
tive director, because of the Outstand-
ing Georgia Citizen award and her 
recognition by a Resolution passed by 
the House of Representatives.
 Since then, says Ivy, Stroud “just 
stayed in my line of sight. She has 
shown incomparable leadership poten-
tial as compared with most students. 
She’s a natural leader.”
 Stroud grew up in a house that has 
been in her family for a few generations 
and received her B.A. at the University 
of West Georgia. Although her world 
is centered in and around the Peach 
State, Stroud delighted in co-leading 
an Educational First Tour for 56 retired 
senior educators—including her mother—
through England, Paris, Switzerland, 
and Italy in May-June 2008.
 “It was an educational and joyous ex-
perience,” she says. “Some of the people 
who participated have since passed away 
or become ill. For some, it was their op-
portunity to travel for the last time.”
 Stroud was by far and away the 
youngest participant in a tour that in-
cluded a 91-year-old. 
 “She’s a very quiet leader but very 
determined,” says NASW’s Ivy. “We’re 
proud to have her in Georgia, and 
proud she has chosen social work as a 
career.”
 
Freelance writer Barbara Trainin Blank, 
formerly of Harrisburg, PA, now lives in the 
greater Washington, DC, area.

Are you looking for a 
social work job? 

Or looking to hire a 
professional social worker?

Visit our state-of-the-art 
online job board:

socialworkjobbank.com
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In your work, you may be encoun-
tering an unfortunate reality of the 
social work profession and of the 

psychological professions in general: re-
searchers and clinicians have not usually 
walked hand in hand, consulting and col-
laborating, complimenting each other’s 
efforts. In fact, it too often has seemed as 
if the two orientations exist in a universe 
unrelated to the other. 
 In the field of psychiatry, research-
oriented psychiatrists and academics 
often have little awareness of the solid, 
time tested body of knowledge that is 
the essence of social work education. 
Our emphasis on mutual respect and 
lack of condescension toward those we 
are privileged to work with, as well as 
the deep respect we hold for the innate 
capacities of all individuals to grow, 
heal, and change, is often overlooked 
by researchers in favor of an emphasis 
on biomedical, genetic, and neurologi-
cal factors.
 This divide has intensified in recent 
decades as psychiatry has become domi-
nated by a growing attempt to categorize 
psychological reactions in the same way 
medical science categorizes physical 
illnesses. Normal conditions are classi-
fied as disorders, while at the same time, 
many of our clients with serious psychiatric 
illnesses who can be accurately and clearly 
diagnosed and treated are being neglected.   
 In brief, those who “talk this talk,” 
even those with patient contact, usually 
have little understanding or apprecia-
tion of the real lives and struggles of our 
clients or the body of time tested knowl-
edge and skill we call on as we “walk the 
walk” with them. The recent changes 
in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of 
Mental Disorders, Fifth Edition (DSM-5) 
reflect this unfortunate and widening 
schism. According to one of the nation’s 
preeminent professors of social work, 
Dr. Jerome Wakefield, “The DSM-5 Task 
Force would claim that (these) changes 
are based on scientific evidence; howev-
er, when the evidence is closely exam-
ined, this claim turns out to be extremely 
exaggerated. It depends very much on 
the specific change. Some changes are 
based on reasonable evidence; others 

are based on flimsy or questionable 
evidence, and still others are based on 
virtually no evidence at all” (personal 
communication, 2013). 
 The “brain disease” model that cur-
rently dominates in psychiatry largely 
ignores the complexity of emotional 
problems and their frequent anchoring 
in real environmental circumstances. 
It encourages the development of new 
drugs to treat what is often normal 
emotional distress in an already over-
medicated population. It is based on a 
mindset that disregards or minimizes 
respect for individual complexity and 
difference, marking a dangerous indi-
vidual, familial, and societal direction. 

We, as social workers, as well as all clini-
cians who are dependent on insurance 
companies for reimbursement, know 
that these reimbursements will depend 
on strict adherence to the DSM-5. We 
also know that fewer available sessions 
will mean greater dependency on drugs 
for a society that is already far too drug 
dependent.
 Consider these facts: 94% of all indi-
viduals in the United States who consult 
a mental health professional will visit 
with a mental health and substance abuse 
social worker, a clinical and counseling 
psychologist, a marriage and family thera-
pist, or other mental health or substance 
abuse counselors (Grohol, 2011). Yet, for 
example, not a single individual with a so-
cial work background was on the commit-
tee that made the final decisions regarding 
diagnostic evaluations. 
 It is ironic that although the majority 
of mental health patients in the United 
States have clinicians as their health care 

professionals, researchers have come 
up with many dangerous and seemingly 
arbitrary changes to the newest edition of 
the DSM that have no chance of stand-
ing the test of time (Frances, 2012). What 
we find reflected in the recent DSM is 
an emphasis on unnecessary diagnostic 
labeling and a reliance on either un-
necessary or prolonged medication 
and hospitalization. What is missing is 
emphasis on working through conflicts 
and the clinical support and alternative 
healing strategies, including a combined 
tincture of time and talk, that provide 
solace, lessen pain, and lead to insight 
and clarity of thought.
 I am in no way saying that medica-
tion is all bad, or not to be used in the 
short term to feel better and cope, and 
when indicated for longer periods. What 
I am saying is that drugs are not always 
necessary, and long-term medication 
should be a very clearly thought out op-
tion, not a first and easy one. 
 We are learning more and more 
about serious brain disorders and how to 
treat them.  The growing science of the 
mind concludes that our mind and our 
brain are inseparable—that our brain is the 
complex organ that controls the mind. 
For serious illness, some respond better to 
meds, some to psychotherapy, and some a 
combination. My mentor—the late psycho-
analyst  Eli Marcovitz—and Aaron Beck—
who pioneered cognitive therapy—have 
each insisted that their respective fields,  
psychoanalysis and cognitive therapy, 
can be studied empirically. This means 
that serious psychiatric illnesses can be 
better treated than ever before. That said, 
becoming unsettled by tragic life events or 
to the insensitivity and cruelties of others 
are not brain disorders.
 I am reminded here of a wedding 
I went to a few years ago. I was seated 
next to a psychiatrist/researcher several 
years younger than I. His wife sat across 
the table, staring into space. Pointing to 
her as if she were an inanimate object, 
the psychiatrist and father of three ex-
plained that his wife was medicated and 
then described his marital frustrations to 
our small table: “From the beginning of 
our marriage, my wife complained and 

The Great Divide: A Growing Disconnect Between Psychiatric 
Research and Clinical Social Work Practice

A response to the DSM-5

by SaraKay Smullens, MSW, LCSW, CGP, CFLE, BCD
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complained and nagged, telling me I 
was not home enough. She just did not 
understand the demands of my work and 
that it was her job to care for our home 
and kids.” 
 A few at the table offered polite 
comments, attempting to change the fo-
cus of the conversation. But the psychia-
trist persisted: “Then five years ago, out 
of the blue, she spent thousands of dol-
lars on a piano that she does not know 
how to play, and a piece of art, featuring 
of all things, a man and a woman having 
sex. I immediately knew I had been 
overlooking that my wife is bipolar. A 
couple of weeks in the hospital and her 
meds have made our life manageable.” 
 I quietly responded to my dinner 
companion that perhaps these purchases 
were his wife’s plea for someone to hear 
her music—someone to talk to and connect 
with.  His response was a smirk, as he 
turned to someone sitting on his other 
side to converse with, keeping his back 
to me for the rest of the evening. Later in 
the evening when I had the opportunity 
to introduce myself to his wife, I sat down 
next to her. What she told me was bone-
chilling: “I am no longer here, you know.”
 Now the newly published DSM-5 
has taken this growing “take a pill and 
fix it” approach to even more dangerous 
ends. Normal sadness after the loss of a 
beloved partner falls under the heading 
of clinical depression. (Isn’t deep, persis-
tent sadness following this kind of trauma 
a continued love letter to a beloved?) 
Angry outbursts fall unto the category 
of an intermittent explosive disorder. 
(Who, I would also like to know, takes 
into account that certain ways one may 
be treated can lead to such explosions? 
Or in the words of one of my former 
professors at the University of Pennsyl-
vania, Dr. Richard Lodge, “Every house 
has a chimney, and people need them 
too!”) Further, there is a dire lack of 
research on the impact of drugs readily 
prescribed for the long term. (Think of 
what research revealed about long-term 
use of hormone replacement therapy.)
 How do we distinguish, then, be-
tween what is illness, requiring medica-
tion, and what is a manifestation of life 
faced by the “worried well,” which does 
not? 
 Wakefield (2013) presents this 
conceptual framework: There is a differ-
ence between mental disorder and normal 
range problems of living. Mental disorders are 
not merely problematic or harmful; they are 

‘‘harmful dysfunctions,” in which the harm 
can be any negative or undesirable condition 
according to social values, and the dysfunction 
that causes the harm is the failure of some 
internal psychological process or mechanism 
to function as it was biologically designed to 
function. There is impressive agreement by cli-
nicians and lay people on many judgments of 
which problems represent disorders and which 
are part of normal distress and problems of 
living, suggesting that the concept of disorder 
is widely shared, even if inherently fuzzy. 
However, nothing in the concept of disorder 
determines that every psychological dysfunc-
tion— that is, every failure of mental processes 
to operate as they were biologically designed to 
do—must be a brain dysfunction rather than a 
problem strictly at the level of the interaction 
of thoughts, emotions, and other meanings.
 And, Wakefield adds, most emo-
tional problems are not due to genuine 
psychological dysfunctions at all, but 
to normal psychological processes that 
yield suffering that is problematic but not 
disordered, but may fall under expansive 
DSM definitions nonetheless. 
 Using Wakefield’s distinction, how 
do we recognize the “normal range 
problems of living”? When I was in 
graduate school, I was taught by profes-
sors I deeply respected that the best 
way to understand psychic pain (and the 
human condition) was to study literature, 
the classics, theatre, and art. I was also 
taught that to label people, rather than 
to understand how they got to be who 
they are, and why, and recognize the 
individuality and worth of every person, 
was disrespectful and hostile. The gifted 
and wise psychiatrist, Eli Marcovitz, MD, 
once shared with me, as we discussed 
one of the cases I presented to him for 
discussion and consultation, “Everyone 
has some psychological frailty that an-
other could label ‘sickness.’ But to label 
a human being, rather than offer solid 
help, always thwarts true healing.” 
 The head of residency training when 
I was a young social worker at Philadel-
phia Psychiatric Hospital in Philadelphia, 
Morris Brody, MD, put it another way: 
“Each member of humankind has some 
degree of crazy within. Mental health is 
working to understand this about your-
self, so that you can love and be loved. 
Always remember that we each live in 
glass houses.” 
 Many of the normal range problems 
exist on a gradation—meaning anyone 
in certain circumstances can be pulled 
back from the edge or pushed off of it. 

And yet, most medical academics today 
exhibit a dearth of understanding of 
or appreciation for the complexities, 
contradictions, and frailties of the human 
condition; the impact of individual long-
ing for connection, so often thwarted; 
and the clinical necessity of hearing and 
understanding with heart, as well as 
mind, in order for individual potential 
and fulfillment to be reached. 
 What can you and I do to positively 
address this unfortunate reality? We can 
write about this disconnect, educating 
others about both the art and science of 
healing, while strengthening our own 
positioning and belief in the clarity of 
thought in our profession and its value 
system. The leadership of our graduate 
schools can insist that social workers also 
have a seat at the table of the decision 
makers who play such an important part 
in the futures of our clients. 
 Another important step is to recog-
nize that it is both possible and neces-
sary to combine research and a clinical 
approach in our work, a union that 
strengthens our positions about what our 
clients are going through and the time 
and support they need. 
 For instance, after a several year 
effort, I was able to publish a codifica-
tion of five invisible, largely ignored, 
and dangerous cycles of emotional abuse 
that, without intervention, pass from 
generation to generation (Smullens, 
2003, 2010). It is my deepest hope that 
research will eventually validate what I 
have consistently seen anecdotally: With-
out intervention, these cycles morph into 
physical and sexual violence. 
 The Clinical Social Work Journal, 
founded in 1973, devotes itself to this 
quality of relevant, contemporary, inno-
vative practice and evidence-based clini-
cal research. It is heartening to see that 
more schools of social work are offering 
clinical DSW degrees as part of their 
curricula, something that I repeatedly 
urged during the nine years I served on 
the Overseer Board of my alma mater, 
the University of Pennsylvania School of 
Social Work (now the School of Social 
Policy and Practice). The Penn DSW 
clinical doctorate, shepherded by Profes-
sor Ram Cnaan, was introduced in 2007, 
producing what the Dean of Students 
and program director, Dr. Lina Hartocol-
lis, aptly describes as “scholar-clinicians.”   
 We can also lobby our elected 
officials about this situation. In a com-
pelling letter to the editor in The New 
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York Times, Allen Frances (2013) says:  
“We badly need a conversation about a 
diagnostic system that is far too loose, a 
drug industry that is far too unregulated, 
and a mental health system that is badly 
broken.”  Frances calls for a congressional 
investigation. 
 I see the social work profession, one 
committed to necessary social action, as a 
leader in this call. We can organize within 
our local chapters of the NASW so that 
all social workers have a voice and that as 
further editions of the DSM evolve, those 
voices will be heard and valued.  
 Together, you and I can continuous-
ly emphasize the urgency of this neces-
sary approach to therapy and healing—
one that recognizes the complexities of 
each life and reflects deep respect for the 
innate capacities and potential of each 
human being to live a full, fulfilling, and 
meaningful life. 
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Book Excerpt
Content, Process, and Boundary
An excerpt from Beginnings, Middles, & Ends: Sideways 
Stories on the Art & Soul of Social Work

by Ogden W. Rogers, Ph.D., LCSW, ACSW

I pulled aside the curtain. The patient was 
lying on the gurney, bandaged in several 
places and on an IV.

 “Hi. How can I help you?”
 “I’m not sure how. I don’t know that I need 
help from you.”
 “Ahh. OK. Let me start again. What brings 
you here today?”
 She laughed. “Ahh, an ambulance?”
 I stepped back and bowed my head. “No. 
You are absolutely right. I’m in a hurry and I’ve 
started this all wrong. Please allow me to begin 
again.”
 I knocked on the door. “Hello? Mrs. Ham-
line? I’m Mr. Rogers. I’m a social worker here 
in the Emergency Department. Dr. Macalester 
told me that he’s spoken with you about being 
admitted to the surgical unit, and he told me that 
you have concerns about your children at home. 
I’m wondering if we could talk together. Is there 
anything I can do to assist you?”
 She smiled back. “Hello, Mr. Rogers. I’m Arella Hamline. I’m also a social 
worker at City Department of Social Services. I am glad you’re here. I’ve appar-
ently been in a serious auto accident, and they’re going to admit me to the hospital, 
and I might go to the operating room tonight. I was on my way home from work. 
My children are probably at home now from school, but I haven’t been able to 
contact them. I need to call my neighbor to see if she can watch them until I can 
get ahold of my mother and father who might be able to look after them. I don’t 
have my phone, and I’m afraid I don’t know her number.”
 “Ms. Hamline, it would be my pleasure to help. Let me slip over to my office 
and get my directory and a phone. I’ll be right back.”
 She laughed. “It’s a pleasure doing business with you.”
 Ahh. Beginnings. So important.

Content, Process, and Boundary is excerpted from Ogden Rogers’ new collection of 
stories and writings about a life in social work, Beginnings, Middles, & Ends, pub-
lished by White Hat Communications. The book is available in print at http://shop.
whitehatcommunications.com and at Amazon.com. It is also available electronically in 
Kindle format at Amazon.com.

Ogden W. Rogers, Ph.D., LCSW, ACSW, is Professor and Chair of the Department 
of Social Work at The University of Wisconsin-River Falls. He has been a clini-
cian, consultant, educator, and storyteller. Dr. Rogers began his social work career 
in community and adult psychiatry in both inpatient and outpatient settings. He 
has worked in emergency and critical-care medicine, disaster mental health, and 
mental health program delivery and evaluation in both public and private auspices. 
In more recent years, he has been actively involved with the American Red Cross 
International Services Division concerning human rights in armed conflict.
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Poetry
What is justice when supremacy doesn’t know the difference between social helping 

and social control?
What is justice when authority figures help others momentarily to get votes at the 

polls?
What is justice when we cannot freely live?
What is justice when we can barely raise our kids?
What is justice when a dollar is more valuable than one’s life?
What is justice when we’ve been granted with both hands but not entitled to our right?
What is justice when black men were forced to fight to the death and that be okay?
What is justice when it’s a crime when the same thing is done with animals...it’s quite 

obvious what this message conveys!
What is justice when the truth is hidden behind false stories? 
What is justice when we’ve been persuaded to believe in fraudulent glories? 
What is justice when we are mentally enslaved?
What is justice when that mentality drives us to the grave?
What is justice when we know what our rights are, but afraid to stand up for them?
What is justice when we are taught to forget where we come from?
What is justice when we see liquor stores crowded in our many urban neighborhoods?
What is justice when so many innocent people are misunderstood?
What is justice when a light skinned man can do as much as he pleases without any 

questions asked?
What is justice when a colored man can’t walk freely to the corner store without being 

harassed? 
What is justice when racism still exists right in our front rooms?
What is justice when minorities around the world are subject to doom?
What is justice when prisons are not for rehabilitation?
What is justice when jails are for grossing a bigger business not amelioration?
What is justice when gun control is in high demand?
What is justice when weapons primarily were allocated to gain command that they 

now cannot disband? 
What is justice when someone committing a murder gets more time than someone who 

sells drugs?
What is justice when the judicial system cares nothing about the crime committed and 

continues to fill their monetary jugs?
What is justice when the government distributes drugs amongst our communities? 
What is justice when those same authorities indict people for drug sales they’ve practi-

cally placed in people’s hands for productivity?
What is justice when during presidency they always address the middle class and rich?
What is justice when although the poor is sufficient they are still treated as if they don’t 

exist?
What is justice when people are still homeless and hungry?
What is justice when we are the richest country but still that issue remains a mystery?
What is justice when people are homeless they are put on a long waiting list to be 

housed?
What is justice when those same individuals fade away into a cemetery crowd? 
What is justice when we have to fight to help?
We can show the people justice when we wisely and consciously expose the political 

stealth!
WHAT IS JUSTICE, WHAT IS JUSTICE, WHAT IS JUSTICE???    

Tiriq Callaway, MSW, is a 2013 graduate of the master’s program for social work at Monmouth 
University in West Long Branch, New Jersey. He is motivated by his family and inspired by his 
faith. He is striving to be the best social worker that he can be by advocating for the impoverished 
and underpriviledged individuals in the world, and speaking up for those who don't have a voice. 
He lives to help others, as he believes that is his purpose here in life and will do anything for the 
betterment of others.  
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Book Reviews...

and more!

What Is Justice?
by Tiriq Callaway, MSW

Audio Feature

Burning Rooms 
and Trains

by Mozart Guerrier, 
MSW

Listen at:

https://soundcloud.
com/mgspeaks/burning-

rooms-and-trains

About the Poem: This poem 
explores the experience of a 
housing case worker having a 
client who demands he view 
and visit her apartment fire and 
directly witness the loss of her 
home. The poem explores the 
contextual and personal impli-
cations of helping and hurting 
as a social worker.

About the Poet: Mozart Guer-
rier is a performance poet and 
social worker living in Syracuse, 
NY. He performs poems and 
lectures on social innovations 
at colleges (MIT, Brown, Univer-
sity of Rochester), conferences, 
and cultural centers across 
the country. He has a blog at 
http://www.mgspeaks.com.

https://soundcloud.com/mgspeaks/buring-rooms-and-trains
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To know their world,  
step into ours.

Master of Social Work
Improve the lives of children and families.

Gain a deep understanding of social work enriched  
with a child development perspective. 

Grow your professional identity with the support  
of top social work faculty.

www.erikson.edu/msw 
graduate school in child development
Chicago, Illinois
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I would like to begin with a letter I re-
ceived from the principal at the Ma-
rie Washington Elementary School, 

Monrovia, Liberia, West Africa. 

My heartfelt greetings to all of you who 
for the cause of humanity have left your 
important duties to show kindness to 
the vulnerable and destitute children of 
Liberia; whose appalling conditions were 
exasperated by years of civil upheaval. 
The Marie Washington Primary School 
was established in 2000 to cater to 
absorb the growing number of destitute 
children who remain out of school because 
they lack basic educational needs such 
as tuition and uniforms. Our ten years 

of operation has been an “uphill battle.” 
On many occasions, we were faced with 
problems of dealing with kids who slept 
on empty stomachs and returned to school 
on empty stomachs. It’s often times hard 
to raise teachers’ salaries. Paramount 
of all problems was how to mitigate 
excruciating pain and mental tension the 
kids encounter as a result of learning in 
makeshift and superseded facilities. This 
is why we are overwhelmingly excited 
to hear about your timely intervention 
in helping upgrade and modernize our 
facilities. The project when completed 
will help in the achievement of our 
dream, namely: accommodate many more 
students, elevation of the school to Junior 
High level and above all it will dignify 
the kids, regardless of their status; they 
will feel a sense of human. (Principal 
Amos Quaye, February 12, 2011) 

 As I read this e-mail aloud to 80 
people at our first fundraiser, thoughts 
were racing through my head of “how 
we would dignify these kids,”  “how we 
can make them feel a sense of human,” 
“how can we raise $8,900?” It all seemed 
simple in the beginning, around affluent 
Rotarians who pass grants and complete 
projects with sums of money as large as 
$500,000. Our fundraiser, a Liberian 
gala with traditional Liberian food and 
Liberian music, was a giant leap forward. 
We all felt ready and had the confidence 
that this would be achievable, perhaps 
even easy, after seeing 80 people show 
up to our first event. It would be a 
perfect choice for our first international 
project. 
 Liberia is a West African country 
located on the Atlantic Ocean—a country 
known for its brutal years of civil war 
from 1989 to 2003. Liberia was founded 
to settle emancipated slaves from the 
United States. Monrovia, Liberia’s 
capital, is named after United States 
President, James Monroe, as he was a 
supporter of colonization in Liberia. As 
social work students at West Chester Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania, we are often for-
tunate to sit in classes with students from 
all over the world, and for us in particu-
lar, many students from Liberia. January 
of 2011 started a stream of events and 
inspiration for the Rotaract Club on West 
Chester University’s Campus. Rotaract 
is a service organization under the social 
work school at our university and is the 
18- to 30-year-old version of Rotary 
International, the largest service organi-
zation in the world, located in more than 
180 countries. Our classmate Oreta Zaza, 
born and raised in Liberia, came to one 
of our first Rotaract meetings. 
 In a small meeting room, Oreta 
shared with us her stories of living in 
Liberia during its civil war. We heard 
heart wrenching stories about hardships 
she endured while being a woman in a 
conflict area and interventions she had 
to take because of her gender. Oreta told 
us of her dream of remodeling the Marie 
Washington Primary School, a school she 
had been donating to in her hometown 
for years.  Suddenly, Rotaract members 
felt a call to action and asked Oreta 
what we could do to help. She put us in 
contact with Amos Quaye, the principal 

of the primary school. Rotaract and the 
renewed service club at WCU started 
their first ever international project of 
raising $8,900 to reconstruct the Marie 
Washington Primary School in Monro-
via, Liberia. 
 

Planning the Benefit Gala
 Over the next two years, we would 
go through the process of raising $8,900 
and surpassing our goal by $2,500 for 
students to regain their dignity and be 
able to go to school in a comfortable 
learning environment. After hearing 
Oreta’s story that snowy January day, the 
10 Rotaract members in our club were all 
ready to tackle this project and change 
the world, hoping that we could raise the 
funds in a timely manner and send the 
money to Liberia. After jumping into the 
project and searching for ways to raise 
the money, we noticed that collecting 
$8,900 isn’t a simple task. 
 We noticed immediately the ebb 
and flow of enthusiasm, as successes 
were achieved and obstacles encoun-
tered. When our Rotaract Club members 
heard Oreta’s story and dream, we were 
all ready to take this project by storm. 
We would sit for hours trying to figure 
out how we could raise $10,000. We 
would brainstorm different fundraising 
techniques and ideas, Google grants that 
assist international projects, and all kept 
agreeing on starting off with one large 
fundraiser that we titled “The House of 
Hope Gala.” 
 As we planned the gala, enthusiasm 
ran high, which helped energize our 
efforts and kept club members actively 
engaged. E-mails would flow about who 
to invite, how we should set up the room, 
how we could incorporate Liberia, how 
we could reflect the need. Everyone was 
thinking and contributing. 
 Those enthusiastic three months of 
planning led to a successful event. Our 
heads came together with the help of our 
club advisor and teacher, Dr. Richard 
Voss, and we created the idea of having 
the children send paintings of what edu-
cation meant to them. With such creativ-
ity coming from students, we were able 
to sell some of their paintings for $300. 
We left that night energized, raising more 
than $2,500, which was a great start but 
far from our goal. 
  

Marie Washington School Project: Paintings From the Heart
by Tierny Ulmer, BSW

Tierny Ulmer and Caitlyn Tumulty went 
to Monrovia, Liberia, to meet the principal, 
Amos Quaye (pictured with his wife and 
mother), and the Marie Washington Primary 
School students (pictured on next page).
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Making Connections
 With purposeful work also came 
connections we’ve made with people, 
especially those from Liberia who were 
involved with the school directly or indi-
rectly. In the beginning of a project like 
this, it’s imperative to find a host Rotary 
Club in the country you are doing work 
in. Immediately, staying true to our gen-
eration, our club turned to Facebook. We 
found the Monrovia Rotaract Club and 
made connections, but this still was not a 
definite contact with the Rotary Club of 
Monrovia. It wasn’t until we were present-
ing our new project to a local Rotary Club 
that we made the connection. During 
this meeting, a Rotarian told us that the 
former president of the Rotary Club of 
Monrovia was now a member of their 
club. We contacted him and within weeks 
were connected with the Rotary Club of 
Monrovia. 
  One of the most rewarding ben-
efits was learning about Liberia as a 
country. One of the biggest learning 
factors was seeing what a civil war can 
do to not only a country, but also to its 
people. How people react, improvise, 
adapt, and overcome to such atrocities 
was very intriguing to every member of 
our club. Every person that we talked 
to from Liberia had been affected by 
Liberia’s years of civil war. As a club, 
we would try to understand and em-
pathize with what that meant for them 
now. We were exposed to and learned 
the effects of social trauma as well as 
the resiliency factors that kept and keep 
them going today. We held movie nights 
and watched documentaries about the 
years they endured and have classmates 
from Liberia attend. We would ask them 
questions about their country, their years 
living in Liberia, and the war. Learning 
about Liberia as a country was useful but 
there were also aspects of completing 
an international project that we weren’t 
aware of and found out along the way. 
 Coming into this, we were blind. We 
had never done a project like this before 
or worked with Rotary International on 
this large of a scale. There are parts that 
we look back on, realizing there were 
most likely better ways to do certain 
things. Finding a network of people 
before we started fundraising would have 
been extremely helpful. As a club, we 
never formally sat down with the main 
people in the project and came up with 
a solid plan and timeline. In short, we 
just started brainstorming all aspects of 

the project from all angles. Having that 
solid plan could have potentially been 
very beneficial. We went through a grant 
process, and in the last few months, our 
grant was “allocated elsewhere.” Upset 
and not sure where to turn next, we e-
mailed the highest Rotarian in our district, 
the District Governor. She immediately 
sent an e-mail to every Rotary Club in our 
district, and suddenly help started pouring 
in. If we had found that set of supports 
in the beginning instead of finding them 
when we almost felt depleted, our project 
time could have been cut down. 
 We would have also tried differ-
ent modes of communication instead of 
solely e-mailing back and forth. Showing 
emotion or expressions through e-mails 
is often hard if not impossible, especially 
crossing cultural lines. Words would 
be taken the wrong way, and time was 
wasted trying to figure out what each 
party really meant. Toward the end of 
the project, Amos and I started texting.  
We found that this was easy, simple, and 
much faster than e-mail. Amos would 
have to travel about a mile to a café 
every time he needed to e-mail us. If 
we had started texting in the beginning 
(keeping cost in mind), communications 
could have been faster and the process 
might have gone more smoothly. Over-
all, the four main learning points were:

1. Increased cultural competence
2. How to expand your professional 

and social network 

3. Increased awareness of international 
issues

4. Importance of persistence and per-
severance 

 Overall, the lessons we learned were 
invaluable. We now have the ideas and 
experience to move forward and use 
in our futures. Hopefully, the club will 
use our experience and start a rippling 
effect of good will and build friendships 
all over the world.  Last year, Rotary 
International’s motto was “Building 
Communities and Bridging Continents.” 
This year, it is “Peace through Service.” 
Our project exemplifies both. 
 For more information about this 
project, please contact Tierny Ulmer at 
tiernyqulmer@gmail.com.  
 
Tierny Ulmer received her BSW with a 
minor in peace and conflict studies from West 
Chester University. Tierny interned at the 
Nationalities Service Center in the Survivors 
of Torture Program as well as the Delaware 
Department of Justice as a Victim/Witness 
advocate intern. Tierny was president of the 
Rotaract Club, the 18-30 year old version of 
Rotary International, on West Chester Uni-
versity's campus for two years. Senior year 
she became the District Rotaract Representa-
tive for the Rotaract Clubs in the Greater 
Philadelphia area. For further inquires 
regarding the WCU Rotaract Club, e-mail 
tiernyqulmer@gmail.com.
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White Hat Communications, P.O. Box 5390, Harrisburg, PA 17110-0390 Phone: 717-238-3787 Fax: 717-238-2090  shop.whitehatcommunications.com

2011 • ISBN: 978-1-929109-29-6 • 118 pages, 5½ by 8½ • $14.95 plus shipping  

IS IT ETHICAL? 101 Scenarios In Everyday Social Work Practice
A Discussion Workbook
by Thomas Horn, MSW, RSW

   What would you do if you were asked to be your hairdresser’s social worker? How about if you developed a 
crush on a client? Or if you unexpectedly received a $100 check in the mail from an agency to whom you had referred 
a client?
   Social work is filled with these kinds of questions. They come up every day in professional life. Will your students 
be prepared to make the ethical decision?
   Very few social workers go to work looking for ways to exploit, manipulate, or mislead the peopel with whom 
they work—clients, colleagues, managers, the government, or the general public. Yet, it is possible to cross into unethical 
behavior unintentionally, often as a result of poor decisions that are misguided. The line between ethical and unethical 
can become blurred.
   This workbook provides students with 101 different everyday scenarios and challenges them to think about what 
the ethical and unethical choices might be in each situation. Through examining these scenarios on their own and in 
discussion with classmates and others, they will become more familiar with how to apply the ethical guidelines and 

standards that they will be required to follow as professional social workers.
   Space is provided after each scenario for readers to write their own responses as they prepare to discuss the scenario with classmates, 
supervisors, and others. There is space for students to write their own scenarios, as well.
   Resources are listed, including Code of Ethics Web addresses for nine different social work associations, as well as ethics journals.

“...if you need a r esource to begin a discussion of ethics in a classr oom or agency in-service, this workbook qualifies 
for Social Work Ethics 101.” Paul Dovyak, ACSW, LISW-S, University of Rio Grande, Journal of Social Work Values and Ethics

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
 Thomas Horn, MSW, RSW, is a Registered Social Worker (RSW) with both the Ontario College of Social Workers and Social Service Workers (OCSWSSW) 
in Ontario, Canada, and the General Social Care Council (GSCC) in England. Tom is also a graduate member of the British Psychological Society. He has worked 
in the social services field for more than 20 years in a variety of settings, including residential developmental care, residential and outpatient child and adolescent 
mental health, residential drug/alcohol treatment, and inpatient psychiatry. Currently, Tom works with an inpatient forensic mental health team at a large psychiatric 
hospital in Ontario. He routinely provides field supervision to social work students at the undergraduate and graduate levels. 

THE FIELD PLACEMENT SURVIVAL GUIDE
What You Need To Know To Get the Most From Your Social Work Practicum
2nd Edition

Field placement is one of the most exciting and exhilarating parts of a formal social work education. It is also 
one of the most challenging. This collection addresses the multitude of issues that social work students in field 
placement encounter, including choosing a placement, getting prepared, using supervision effectively, working 
with clients, coping with challenges, and moving on to a successful social work career. 

This collection is a goldmine of practical information that will help social work students take advantage of all 
the field placement experience has to offer. Each chapter (many written by seasoned experts in field educa-
tion; others by students) presents a different aspect of the practicum and offers students insight into the 
importance of both the challenges and the joys of this unique learning experience.

This book brings together in one volume the best field placement articles from THE NEW SOCIAL WORKER. 
Packed with practical, essential information for every student in field placement! 

“As an older (52), non-traditional student working my internship for my B.A. in social work, I ordered your book. It was so reassuring that others had survived 
and gone on to successful careers!”

Linda Chamberlain

Edited by Linda May Grobman, ACSW, LSW
Founder, publisher, and editor of THE NEW SOCIAL WORKER.

ISBN: 978-1-929109-26-5  2011  Price: $22.95   284 pages  Shipping/Handling: add $8.50/first book, $1.50/each additional book in U.S.
Canadian orders: add $14.00 first book, $4 each add’l book. Other orders: contact us. If ordering from Pennsylvania, add 6% sales tax.

Order from White Hat Communications, PO Box 5390, Harrisburg, PA 17110-0390
http://shop.whitehatcommunications.com  717-238-3787 (phone)  717-238-2090 (fax)
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About six years ago, I was seeing a 
13-year-old boy about the anger 
he had toward his father. The 

parents were divorced after the father 
had an affair. This son hated going to his 
father’s house. We were having family 
and individual sessions to address the 
issues. One of the ways I connected with 
the son was to talk about technology. I 
found out two significant issues about his 
technological habits. The first was that he 
planned to visit an Internet “friend” who 
was interested in starting a computer 
business with him. He had saved money 

and had a plan to visit him by bus. This 
male “friend” was in his forties, living in 
New York. My client lived in Illinois. 
 Once we worked through the dan-
gers of this plan, another issue surfaced. 
Every time he went to his father’s house, 
pornographic images of women were left 
on the Internet browser for him to open 
and view. The viewing left him uncom-
fortable and angry. Addressing these 
two issues opened a therapeutic healing 
for the son as to his anger. This is only 
one type of case that led me to develop 
methods for technology assessments. 
 Assessments are a normal part of 
social work intervention. These assess-
ments are developed to recognize issues 
by identifying mental, physical, emotion-
al, or spiritual conditions present. Social 
workers use their critical analysis skills 
to evaluate how the systems of families 
interact to create dysfunction. Assess-
ment considers the family’s problem 
solving skills, communication, and crisis 

reactions, leading to an understanding of 
family dynamics. A significant compo-
nent often left out of these evaluations is 
the impact technology has on the family 
system. 
 Why do we need technology assess-
ments? Never in our history has infor-
mation and social connection been so 
available to teenagers. The Pew Institutes 
report on teens and technology (Mad-
den, Lenhard, Duggan, Cortesi, & Gas-
ser, 2013) says cell phone usage by teens 
is at 78%, with almost half of users using 
smartphones. Tablet use is growing, with 

23% of teens and adults own-
ing one. More than 93% of 
teenagers have access to the 
Internet at home on personal 
computers or laptops. These 
family members have 24/7 
access to the Internet, their 
social circles, and the risks 
prevalent with these technolo-
gies.
 Here are four general 
areas to address in assess-
ments: 

1. Technology Used
 All family members identify what 
types of technology they use. Access to 
computers, types of games, frequently 
used apps, social media sites, and 
Internet favorites provide a picture of 
constructive and destructive technology 
outlets. A picture can be formed about 
how the family is engaged, disengaged, 
or enmeshed through technology.

2. Perception of Time Using Technology
 Family members have different per-
ceptions of technology use. Assessment 
of time evaluates the accuracy of percep-
tions among family members. Children 
can feel ignored by their parents’ texting 
or gaming. Parents may have different 
views of what addiction versus appropri-
ate usage is for varying technologies. 
Parents and children may be escaping 
through social media or gaming. The 
issue is to open the discussion about time 
frames and understand the covert and 
overt family rules around technology. 

3. Nature of Friendships
 Teens today do not view a differ-
ence in virtual and in-person friendships 
(Ives, 2012). Practitioners may focus on 
the support networks existing through 
school, family, or activities. However, 
online connections are also important 
to address. Online relationships can be 
positive or negative influences, just as 
friendships in person. Identifying and 
exploring the function of online friend-
ships provides a wealth of information. 
Social workers can increase understand-
ing between generations and provide 
feedback about friendship behaviors.

4. Possible Risks
 Predators, bullying, inappropriate 
communication, and violence are all 
areas in which parents need education 
if they are to safeguard their children 
from the negative aspects of technology 
(Ives, 2012). Parents have tried to protect 
their children without understanding the 
ramifications of technological igno-
rance.  Parents think they have stopped 
their children from watching violent 
video games by banning their use. Do 
these parents understand their kids are 
watching YouTube “Let’s Plays,” giving 
a vivid account of the prohibited game? 
How many children have disrupted sleep 
patterns as a result of texting throughout 
the night, only to struggle in school the 
next day? What metadata are companies 
collecting from children and then using 
direct marketing to appeal to them? As-
sessing risks properly may help with an 
understanding for some of the reasons 
the family is seeking services or mine-
fields that lay ahead. 

 The assessment’s function is to seek 
out a broader picture of patterns exist-
ing within the family system. The issues 
presented upon meeting with families 
motivate my use of technology assess-
ments. I have not found one family, even 
from vulnerable or marginalized popula-
tions, in which technology does not play 
a part in the clinical issue. Children at 
risk, parents consumed by use of video/
online games, bullying from online 

Technology Assessments for Families
by Ellen Belluomini, LCSW

Turn Up the Tech in Social Work
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by Gary M. Grobman, Ph.D.

The definitive hand-
book on starting and 
running a nonprofit 
corporation in the 
U.S., this is a valuable 
resource for nonprofit 
executive staff, non-
profit board members, 
attorneys who practice nonprofit law, 
accountants who advise nonprofit 
organizations, and students in nonprofit 
management.

The Nonprofit Handbook is must reading. 
While it will have value as a reference tool 
to be consulted when needed, I highly recom-
mend that you read the book cover-to-cover 
to familiarize yourself with the panoply 
of issues that face the modern nonprofit in 
every state of our United States.

Joe Geiger, former Executive Director
PA Association of Nonprofit Organizations 

(PANO)

2011, $34.95 plus $8.50/shipping to 
U.S. addresses

Available at Amazon.com or 
shop.whitehatcommunications.com 

THE NONPROFIT HANDBOOK
Everything You Need to 

Know to Start and Run Your 
Nonprofit Organization

6th Edition

•	 Incorporate	your	organization
•	 Apply	for	state	and	federal	tax	exemptions
•	 Manage	volunteers	and	paid	staff
•	 Stay	fiscally	accountable	and	legally	sound
•	 Fundraise	like	the	pros

Gary M. Grobman

Everything You Need to Know to Start and Run
Your Nonprofit Organization

6th EDITION

Completely updated and revised!

The Nonprofit
Handbook

Business/Nonprofit Management 
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THE NONPROFIT 
HANDBOOK
6th Edition

Updated and Expanded

The	definitive	handbook	on	starting	and	running	a	nonprofit	cor-
poration	in	the	United	States,	this	is	a	valuable	resource	for:

•	nonprofit	executive	staff
•	nonprofit	board	members
•	attorneys	who	practice	nonprofit	law
•	accountants	who	advise	nonprofit	organizations
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sources, inappropriate sexual behavior 
through technology, and a separation 
between parents and children because of 
technology are just some of the areas that 
can be revealed in a technology assess-
ment. 
 Technology does not have to inhibit 
the connections within a family. Social 
workers need to include a technology 
assessment to broaden the systemic 
implications digital access brings to the 
presenting problem. 
 If you want a sample technology as-
sessment form, I have posted an example 
of questions on my blog at: http://social-
worksdigitaldivide.blogspot.com/
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Accessing Apps: Special Needs
by Ellen Belluomini, LCSW

 Special needs apps are a growing area of digital tools. They can be free or cost a significant 
amount. Make sure to research these tools for effectiveness, or go to YouTube to view if they 
will work with your clients. Rather than focus on a few apps, I included websites with multiple 
descriptions of apps addressing special needs. Access the applications by placing the name of the 
app in a web browser.

Evidence Based Practices
Custom Boards
 This is a communication device for special needs children, for use on the iPhone or iPad. It 
won best application for special needs in 2012. Create symbols having unique colors and back-
grounds for better comprehension. Professionals and parents can utilize the tools together.
Cost: $29.99

The REMLE Project
 This website identifies evidence-based practices applications for Apple phones, but you 
may be able to find some of them on Android if you Google the name of the app. This list offers 
educational, social, productivity, organization, and games to enhance the skills of people on the 
Autism spectrum. This website identifies best practice models that are statistically valid in treat-
ment. The website to review apps is: http://www.theremleproject.org/at4asd-study-results/apps-used-in-
at4asd-study/
Cost: Varies

Autism Apps
Touch Autism
 These are apps specifically addressing a variety of learning skills for people with autism. The 
apps range from identifying emotions and feelings to working with money. Some of these may 
be a good alternative to expensive autism apps available. The website to review apps is: http://
touchautism.com/TouchAutismApps.aspx
Cost: Varies

Dyslexia/Learning Disabilities
Dragon Dictation
 This is voice recognition software on the iPhone. I am a fan of Dragon’s software for the 
computer. This makes texting and e-mails easier for clients with learning disabilities. This applica-
tion also supports multiple languages. Tweeting and Facebook are also options for sending. The 
viewing area is large and easy to read. This can increase accessibility and connection to this client 
population. The app is free, and if you like it, you can buy the version for the computer.
Cost: Free

Sign Language
Signing Savvy
 This application is available on Apple or Android. Videos enable the user to view American 
Sign Language (ASL) signs common to the U.S. and Canada. The app is free, but for full use of 
the program, Signing Savvy wants people to pay for their website. As a guest, you can get five 
words a day for free, to see if it will meet your needs. A year subscription is $49.95.
Cost: FREE
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Reviews
Facilitative Leadership in Social Work Practice 
by Elizabeth M. Breshears and Roger Dean 
Volker. Springer Publishing Company, New 
York, 2013, 208 pages, $55.00 softcover.

 Somebody at Springer owes Bres-
hears and Volker an apology for the 
mundane title of this wonderful little book. 
Eleven short chapters are accessible to 
undergraduate students and packed full 
of concise summaries of complex topics. 
The authors give the reader everything 
essential to revolutionizing the bane of em-
ployed existence—the meeting. Sprinkled 
with stories from their personal experience 
and appended with 18 specific techniques 
for use in revitalizing meetings, public 
forums, work teams, and task groups, this 
book belongs in the personal library of 
every social worker. A few exercises close 
every chapter for classroom use.
 The authors claim that facilitative 
leadership is “a fundamental skill for social 
workers” (p. xii). Like a group facilitator, 
a facilitative leader promotes inclusion 
and avoids the exercise of power over the 
group; but unlike a group facilitator, the 
facilitative leader is not necessarily neutral. 
This results in a potential conflict in 
which the facilitative leader is constantly 
balancing attention to the ongoing group 
processes with the need for group produc-
tivity, attention to content, and account-
ability to external authorities. The authors 
suggest that attendees practicing facilitative 
leadership will enhance any meeting, and 
I agree. 
 One of the most interesting aspects 
of Breshears and Volker’s view of facilita-
tive leadership is that it can be practiced 
in any meeting by anyone in attendance. 
The skills, techniques, and perspectives 
conjoined in the facilitative leader do 
not require position or title. Accordingly, 
the practice of facilitative leadership is 
thoroughly compatible with the ethics and 
values of the profession, the pragmatic 
realities associated with the modest status 
associated with social workers in a variety 
of practice contexts, and the profession’s 
commitment to improving life opportu-
nities for our clients despite our limited 
access to resources. Breshears and Volker 
never use hyperbole to this extent, but af-
ter reading this book it is hard to imagine 
social work practice without facilitative 
leadership. 

 A few chapters warrant specific 
acclaim because of the breadth of their 
content and brevity of their expression. 
Leadership Theories (Chapter 3) is one of the 
more heavily cited chapters. It provides a 
wealth of information about the historical 
trends and different perspectives regard-
ing leadership. Building on these theories, 
Leadership Ethics for Social Workers (Chapter 
4) not only relates leadership approaches 
to social work ethics, but also engages with 
the literature on power, oppression, and 
empowerment. Frankly, I have not read 
anything comparable to the clarity and 
conciseness of this chapter. Theoretical 
foundations continue in How Groups Work 
(Chapter 5) where the authors summarize 
group formation, group effectiveness, 
and the avoidance of groupthink. The 
book ends with six “how to” chapters to 
stimulate reflection and practice related 
to leadership, group organization, process 
observation, process intervention, evalua-
tion of facilitative leadership, and recom-
mendations from the authors’ experiences.
 I believe social work students and so-
cial workers lucky enough to stumble onto 
a copy of this book will hang onto it. It is 
a handy reference to a variety of group 
activities, but it is so much more than 
that. Group leaders will find it a self-help 
guide. Frustrated work teams will find it a 
diagnostic tool to understand what is going 
wrong. The chair of every committee can 
only hope that committee members are 
familiar with the content. I highly recom-
mend that practitioners and students get 
a copy of this book and implement it in 
their practice. We will all be better off for 
doing so.

Reviewed by Peter A. Kindle, Ph.D., CPA, 
LMSW, assistant professor, University of South 
Dakota, Peter.Kindle@usd.edu. 

Treating Women With Substance Use Disorders 
During Pregnancy: A Comprehensive Approach 
to Caring for Mother and Child, by Hendree E. 
Jones and Karol Kaltenbach. Oxford University 
Press, New York, 2013, 210 pages, $55.

 Providing services to people di-
agnosed with substance use issues is a 
challenging enterprise for many new social 
workers, as most baccalaureate and mas-
ter’s programs give a cursory overview of 
substance use issues within the curriculum. 
Students do not often think of specializing 
in providing services to pregnant women 
with substance use issues, yet this is an 
area social workers are likely to encounter. 

Substance use disorders often precede 
pregnancy. Simply abstaining from sub-
stances during pregnancy may be easier 
said than done, especially for women who 
have complicated histories with drugs. 
Jones and Kaltenbach address many of 
these issues in Treating Women With Sub-
stance Use Disorders During Pregnancy.
 Each chapter overviews various issues 
that service providers, including social 
workers, may encounter when serving 
pregnant women with substance use is-
sues. Divided into three major sections, 
the text includes sections on macro-level 
issues, assessment and treatment plan-
ning, and comprehensive care models. 
The chapters provide basic overviews that 
would be found in any substance abuse 
text—for example, content on recovery 
as a construct, motivational enhance-
ment and cognitive behavioral services, 
assessment and screening tools, and 
co-occurring disorders. Unique is content 
on pregnancy-related issues, such as the 
role of proper nutrition, obstetrical care, 
HIV risk behaviors, and medical manage-
ment of substance-using pregnant women 
who are experiencing withdrawal-related 
symptoms. 
 The text has a number of strengths. 
Although the nature of providing ser-
vices to pregnant women with substance 
use disorders varies widely by jurisdic-
tion, Jones and Kaltenbach provide an 
accessible overview of the host of issues 
that new social workers may encounter 
when working with this population. 
Social workers will find the chapters on 
service planning and case management 
to be especially useful to their practice. 
Social workers experienced in substance 
use disorders may find the introductory 
nature of the content on substance use 
disorder to be a bit too basic. These so-
cial workers will find the straightforward 
language helpful in training students 
who lack experience with substance use 
disorders.
 Although a strong resource, there are 
some opportunities missed. A noticeable 
omission is the role of cultural issues, in-
cluding racial and ethnic, gender identity, 
sexual orientation, and other diversity 
issues that affect service delivery. At times, 
the text seems to paint pregnant women 
with substance use disorders with a broad 
brush and fails to recognize the role of 
stigmas related to race/ethnicity, sexual 
orientation, and other cultural factors in 
fostering substance use disorders. Social 
workers will find the general omission of 
diversity issues to be a major gap; never-
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theless, the quality of the other content 
outweighs this gap. 
 As a whole, Jones and Kaltenbach’s 
book is a worthy contribution to the 
literature on substance abuse. Novice 
social workers will find the text to be a 
helpful tool for educating themselves 
about this important issue. Experienced 
social workers with specialized knowledge 
about pregnant women with substance 
use issues will find it to be a solid resource 
to provide to their social work students in 
field placement. Additionally, social work 
educators will find the text to be a useful 
primary text, especially in courses dealing 
with substance use issues in pregnancy.
     
Reviewed by Trevor G. Gates, Ph.D., LCSW, 
Assistant Professor, Department of Social Work, 
College at Brockport, State University of New 
York.

The Handbook for Public Health Social Work, 
edited by Robert Keefe and Elaine T. Jurkowski, 
Social Work Section of the American Public 
Health Association, Springer, New York, 2013, 
408 pages, $65 (list price).

 The history and development of The 
Handbook for Public Health Social Work is 
consistent with the value structure embed-
ded within social work practice. The 
concept for this edited volume emerged 
during a business meeting of the Social 
Work Section of the American Public 
Health Association.  Members of the sec-
tion concluded that there was a need for 
a textbook addressing themes for public 
health social work. The group decided 
to develop the book on a pro bono basis. 
Robert H. Keefe and Elaine T. Jurkowski 
must be applauded for their efforts to co-
ordinate the work of 23 different authors. 
None of the authors or the two editors was 
financially compensated for their work.   
In today’s economy, such altruism is rare.  
Any royalties from the work automatically 
transfer as a donation to the American 
Public Health Association.   
 The evaluation criteria for edited 
volumes are different when compared to 
evaluating a non-edited book. Three issues 
can be addressed.  These include cost, 
consistency, and the index. 
 First, as a professor who is extremely 
sensitive to the cost of textbooks, I was 
astounded to discover at the time of this 
writing that the cost of this volume ranges 
from $37.04 to $57.99. In assessing the 
quality and the caliber of the authors, I 
was expecting the price to be at least $100. 

The pro bono work of the editors and 
authors in coordination with the Springer 
press must be considered a great expres-
sion of altruism. Students who purchase 
this fine book are getting a great deal.  
Students will not find a higher quality text 
for the price.
 Second, one major problem of most 
edited books is inconsistency in the quality 
of writing. After all, each chapter is written 
by a different person. Robert H. Keefe 
and Elaine T. Jurkowski accomplished a 
Herculean task. Anyone who has edited 
a book knows that coordinating consis-
tent quality is not just an editing task, but 
also a political one. This type of editing is 
extremely time-consuming and a delicate 
enterprise.  Students are getting a consis-
tently written text with classroom exercises 
and Internet resources at the end of each 
chapter. To test the comprehensiveness 
of the book, I searched the Internet to 
uncover the burning issues facing public 
health social workers. I couldn’t find any 
stone left unturned.
 Last, unlike non-edited books, edited 
books are often NOT read from begin-
ning to end.  Researchers or students who 
are in the midst of completing a review of 
literature will be interested in specific sec-
tions.  A key factor in assessing the quality 
of an edited book is the index. I tested the 
index in various ways and found it to be 
superior to those of most edited books I 
have used and reviewed. Again, the edi-
tors did an excellent job.
 The Handbook for Public Health Social 
Work is a great book for a great price. It 
stands far above the quality of most edited 
books. I highly recommend it for use in 
the classroom. In addition, because of its 
excellent index, I recommend that faculty 
request their respective libraries to adopt 
the book for researchers.
 
Reviewed by Stephen M. Marson, Ph.D., Senior 
Editor, Journal of Social Work Values and 
Ethics.

The Maid Narratives: Black Domestics and 
White Families in the Jim Crow South, by 
Katherine van Wormer, David W. Jackson III, 
& Charletta Sudduth. Louisiana State Univer-
sity Press, Baton Rouge, Louisiana, 2012, 384 
pages, $36.95.

 According to Leora Mitchell, a former 
maid interviewed for The Maid Narratives, 
“A right’s a right, and right doesn’t wrong 
nobody.” This philosophy reveals the ugli-
ness of sociopolitical-economic oppression 

dealt to African American domestic work-
ers in the Jim Crow South.
 The stories of the women who 
worked as maids for low wages are told in 
vivid narratives colored by the realities of 
early to mid-19th century America. The 
Jim Crow South was peppered liberally 
with rules, most unspoken and unex-
plained. Step off the sidewalk if a White 
person is approaching; call White children 
“Mr.” or “Miss” regardless of what you are 
called; and in some cases, don’t use the 
family bathroom, even if that meant going 
to the woods, under the house, or to an 
outhouse. Black people were expected to 
know the rules, teach them to their chil-
dren, and conform without exception. In 
the maids’ recollections, most accepted the 
rules as “just the way it was.” Some were 
fortunate to escape the Jim Crow South 
and head north in the Great Migration. 
Away from the South, they found jobs that 
paid a higher wage, even for those who 
continued to work as domestics.
 The Maid Narratives is composed of 
three sections, beginning with an introduc-
tion and history/context of the times. How 
the women left the South to move to the 
Midwest (mainly to Waterloo, Iowa) will 
be of interest to students and professors 
of policy and social oppression. Histori-
ans and students alike will benefit from 
reading of the hardships of working as 
sharecroppers on White-owned land. The 
narratives of families who toiled in fields 
and harvested crops year-long only to be 
told that they owed the land-owner for 
supplies are heart-breaking. One inspir-
ing narrative told of a maid’s father who 
sacrificed to purchase land and escape the 
sharecrop system.
 The second section is a verbatim 
narrative as told by the 23 maids who 
were interviewed. Born from 1906-1953 
with a history spanning approximately a 
half century, some participants were teens 
not much older than the children they 
were charged with supervising. These 
young women worked six or seven days a 
week, ten or twelve hours per day. Wages 
were extremely low. On holidays, some 
served their employers while their families 
remained at home. 
 The maids told of their treatment 
by the family members and the relation-
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ships they developed with the children 
they cared for or the woman of the house. 
Some told of extreme hardships, such as 
sexual harassment or other maltreatment. 
Some participants said that young people 
today think they would have “stood up” 
to the employers and refused to be treated 
harshly if they had lived during the years 
prior to the Civil Rights Movement. As 
several maids noted, they could not “stand 
up,” because that was the way things were. 
There was no escape, nor was there any 
other employment (until they managed to 
migrate further north) if they were labeled 
as disrespectful. There was a price for 
“stepping out of line.” 
 Whites tell their stories in the third 
section of the book. Respondents (born 
1922-1957) were those who either em-
ployed maids or came of age with maids 
in their homes. Ten different themes were 
derived from these narratives, including 
denial, cognitive dissonance, and defen-
siveness about the history of the maids. 
Some expressed guilt or regret for the 
treatment and working conditions of the 
maids. Only one White participant owned 
a picture of the maid employed during 
her childhood. Although many expressed 
the sentiment that the maids “were like 
family,” tangible proof of belonging (in the 
form of a photograph) was missing.
 Readers may find themselves 
wondering about other stories. As most 
of the White participants were teachers 
or social workers, the question remains: 
How would narratives of non-helping 
professionals look? Possibly children 
who grew up with maids were attuned to 
social injustices and sensitive to inequality. 
Social workers should ask: What can we 
learn from these stories? Do we combat 
negative attitudes, discrimination, and 
oppression? Are we part of the solution 
for societal ills? The authors produced a 
volume that contributes to deeper analysis 
and, perhaps, a bit of discomfort for all. 

Reviewed by Melinda Pilkinton, Ph.D., LCSW, 
Associate Professor and Director, Social Work 
Program, Department of Sociology, Mississippi 
State University.

Hospice Social Work, by Dona J. Reese, Co-
lumbia University Press, New York, NY, 2013, 
348 pages, $42.35.

 Hospice Social Work provides a 
comprehensive review of recent research 
on hospice work supplemented by the 
author’s extensive experience working in 

hospice. The book briefly reviews the his-
tory of dying in the United States, includ-
ing the development of hospice and the 
current status of social work in hospice. 
 In Chapter 3, A Model for Psychosocial 
and Spiritual Care in Hospice, the author 
presents a model for predicting hospice 
outcomes based upon the most recent 
social work research. The model is built 
from the bio-psycho-social-spiritual model 
and incorporates social work thinking. 
The author does an excellent job of clari-
fying each portion of the model and how 
it relates to end-of-life issues. This sets the 
tone for the rest of the book. The author 
uses this model to address micro, mezzo, 
and macro practice in hospice. The chap-
ters dealing with practice provide specific 
techniques, which a social worker can use 
at the various levels of practice. All of the 
techniques are based in current research 
and the author’s experience. 
 The book addresses several cultural 
issues that relate to hospice practice. Al-
though the discussions of different cultures 
are brief, they do raise significant issues 
in doing hospice work with people from 
other than euro-descended cultures. 
 The chapter on self-care for hospice 
social workers, although brief, raises the 
significant issues that a hospice social 
worker might face and provides tech-
niques for dealing with personal values 
and feelings. The final chapter deals with 
future challenges for hospice and hospice 
social workers. Throughout the book, the 
author stresses the need for better research 
and better documentation of social work 
outcomes in hospice. This final chapter 
makes clear the need for social workers to 
document and research their practice in 
hospice.
 I found this a book that would be 
very useful in both an MSW and a BSW 
course dealing with death, dying, and 
hospice. I especially appreciated how 
the author addressed culture rather than 
race. I find culture much more usable and 
meaningful than race, and I hope other 
authors will follow this lead. The review of 
the literature and the references provide 
a solid base for the model the author pro-
poses. The author’s stress on social work 
defining its role in hospice and document-
ing outcomes is of importance. This would 
help students and practitioners appreciate 
the importance of practical research. 
 Overall, I would recommend this 
book for social work education and for 
practitioners. The language is accessible 
and the arguments are clear and concise.

Reviewed by Wayne C. Evens, MSW, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor/Program Director, Bradley 
University Social Work Program.

Citizenship Social Work With Older People, by 
Malcome Payne, Chicago, Lyceum Books, 2012, 
193 pages, $36.95.

 British author Malcolm Payne’s new-
est book, entitled Citizenship Social Work 
With Older People, is a marvelous, meaty, 
and meaningful book that challenges 
social workers to value and respect older 
adults as equals. Eight succinct and well 
organized chapters present current aging 
theories and focus on social context and 
social work practice issues. Payne draws 
upon his teaching experience at Poland’s 
Opole University and policy experience 
as development advisor to London’s St. 
Christopher’s Hospice. 
 Each chapter contains pause and 
reflect questions, case examples, and 
ample Internet resources that enhance his 
narrative on: 1) social theories of aging; 
2) philosophies of integration services 
working with older adults; 3) the provision 
of health, housing, and social security; 4) 
building skills in communication, advance 
care planning, assessment, and case man-
agement; 5) critical social work practice; 6) 
creativity, life review, and reminiscence; 7) 
groupwork and macro practice interven-
tions; and 8) end-of-life, ageism, and social 
inequalities.  Thirteen boxed items nicely 
interrupt the narrative just when readers 
need a visual resource to give depth and 
breadth.  
 Lyceum Books, Inc., publishes this 
book and has allowed Payne to open each 
chapter with relevant aims and end with a 
brief conclusion, further reading, and In-
ternet information sections. Eleven pages 
of reference and a well assembled index 
help the reader locate primary resources 
and topics of interest. 
 Payne aptly argues for taking a 
citizenship approach to social work with 
older people. While he acknowledges bio-
logical and physical aspects of aging that 
have important personal and social con-
sequences, he also emphasizes that “aging 
is a social process, as well, taking place 
within families and communities” (p. 27). 
Sagely recommendations on integration 
are found in Chapter 2, in which Payne 
notes that “mainstreaming older people’s 
experiences so that their help comes from 
everyday, non-specialized services, and 
Reviews—continued on page 19
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Google+: https://plus.google.com/u/0/101612885418842828982

 Finally, stay up-to-date on our 
latest books at http://www.facebook.
com/whitehatcommunications.
 In addition, we’d like to know 
how you are using Facebook. 
Have you found it a useful tool 
for networking with social work 
colleagues, searching for a job, or 
fundraising for your agency? Write 
to lindagrobman@socialworker.com 
and let us know.

The New Social Worker® 
in Print!

Back by popular 
demand! We are 
pleased to announce 
that The New Social 
Worker magazine is 
available in print. If 
you love the feeling of 
curling up with a hard 
copy of your favorite 
magazine, head over to http://newsocialworker.magcloud.
com today! Several back issues are now available in this 
full-color, high quality print format.

http://newsocialworker.magcloud.com
Contact lindagrobman@socialworker.com 

for details on bulk orders.

Annual volumes of The New Social 
Worker are available at Amazon.com—a 
whole year (4 issues) in one beautiful 
bound volume for each year since 2010. 
You can find these bound volumes 
at: http://www.amazon.com/author/
lindagrobman



The Days in the Lives of Social Workers Series
Order all 4 for $70 plus shipping!

RIDING THE MUTUAL AID BUS 
AND OTHER ADVENTURES IN 

GROUP WORK
A “Days in the Lives of Social Workers” 

Collection
Edited by Linda May Grobman, ACSW, LSW, 

and Jennifer Clements, Ph.D., LCSW

Groups come in all 
kinds. Therapy groups. 
Support groups. Task 
groups. Psychoeduca-
tional groups. Online
groups. Play groups. 
Experiential groups. 
The list goes on. Re-
gardless of what setting 
you are in, if you are 
a social worker, you 
will work with groups at some time in your 
career. By reading the stories in this book, 
you will have a greater perspective on so-
cial work with groups. The diversity of the 
chapters, fields of practice, types of group, 
and populations will give you a greater idea 
of the power of group work. It can be quite 
an adventure! Developed in collaboration 
with the International Association for Social 
Work With Groups (IASWG).

ISBN: 978-1-929109-33-3, 2012, $22.95 plus 
shipping, 312 pages

DAYS IN THE LIVES OF 
SOCIAL WORKERS 

58 Professionals Tell “Real-Life” 
Stories from Social Work Practice 

Edited by Linda May Grobman, ACSW, LSW

“Thank you for ... the collection of ‘typical 
days’ from social workers! The students loved 
it.” Naurine Lennox, Associate Professor and 
Chair, St. Olaf College Dept. of SW
Fourth edition of our “best-seller.” 58 so-
cial workers tell about their “typical” days 
in first-person accounts that cover a wide 
spectrum of practice settings and issues. 

Settings covered in cat-
egories of health care, 
school social work, chil-
dren and families, dis-
abilities, mental health, 
substance abuse, pri-
vate practice, criminal 
justice, older adults, 
management, higher 
education, and commu-
nities. Many rich case 

examples. Lists social work organizations 
and recommended readings. 

ISBN: 978-1-929109-30-2, 2012, $21.95 plus ship-
ping, 433 pages

See our website for info on 
our free e-mail newsletter, 

job listings, discussion board, 
and more.

Send order form and payment to:
WHITE HAT COMMUNICATIONS, P.O. Box 5390

Harrisburg, PA 17110-0390
Telephone orders (MC , Visa, Amex, Discover): 717-238-3787 Fax: 717-238-2090 

Online orders: http://shop.whitehatcommunications.com

ORDER FORM
Please send me the following publications:  _____________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________  
Shipping to U.S.: $8.50 first book/$1.50 per add’l book. Canada: $14 first book/$4 per add’l book. Other coun-
tries: contact us for rates.
PA residents: add 6% sales tax to total cost of book(s) plus shipping.
Enclosed is a check for $______ made payable to “White Hat Communications.” 
I want to pay with my: Mastercard  Visa  American Express   Discover Card

Card #  _________________________________________________________________________

Expiration Date ___________________________________________________________________

VISA/MC/Discover: 3-digit # on back of card_____ AMEX: 4-digit # on front of card____

Name as it appears on card _________________________________________________________

Signature ________________________________________________________________________

SHIP TO:  NAME __________________________________________________________________

ADDRESS _______________________________________________________________________

ADDRESS _______________________________________________________________________

CITY/STATE/ZIP __________________________________________________________________

TELEPHONE NUMBER ____________________________________________________________
Billing address for card (if different from above) ________________________________

N
SW
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MORE DAYS IN THE LIVES OF 
SOCIAL WORKERS 

35 “Real-Life” Stories of Advocacy, 
Outreach, and Other Intriguing Roles 

in Social Work Practice

Edited by Linda May Grobman, ACSW, LSW

Now read about more 
social work roles and 
settings in this volume 
that builds on the narra-
tive format introduced 
in DAYS IN THE LIVES 
OF SOCIAL WORK-
ERS. Roles include: 
working on a national 
level, program develop-
ment and management, 

advocacy and organizing, policy from the 
inside, training and consultation, research 
and funding, higher education, roles in the 
court system, faith and spirituality, domestic 
violence, therapeutic roles, and employment 
and hunger.

ISBN: 978-1-929109-16-6, 2005, $16.95 plus ship-
ping, 252 pages

Macro 
roles and 

more

DAYS IN THE LIVES OF 
GERONTOLOGICAL
SOCIAL WORKERS 

44 Professionals Tell Stories 
From“Real-Life” Social Work 

Practice With Older Adults

Edited by Linda May Grobman, ACSW, LSW, 
and Dara Bergel Bourassa, Ph.D., LSW

Highlights experiences 
of social workers in di-
rect and indirect prac-
tice with and on behalf 
of older adults. Read 
about social workers 
in communities; hospi-
tals, hospice, and home 
health; nursing homes; 
addictions, mental 
health, homelessness; 

international settings; research; policy and 
macro practice; and others. Photos by social 
worker/photographer Marianne Gontarz 
York are featured.

ISBN: 978-1-929109-21-0, 2007, $19.95 plus 
shipping, 313 pages



  

ISBN: 978-1-929109-35-7 • 2013 • 5.5 x 8.5 • 249 pages  •  $19.95 plus shipping  Order from White Hat Communications, PO Box 5390, Harrisburg, PA 17110-0390
http://shop.whitehatcommunications.com  717-238-3787 (phone)  717-238-2090 (fax)
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PRAISE FOR THE BOOK

“As someone near the end of a long career in social work and social work education, I found 
the stories of Ogden Rogers in his collection, Beginnings. Middles, and Ends, to reflect so 
much of my own experience that I literally moved back and forth between tears of soulful 
recognition and laugh-out-loud moments of wonderful remembrances. There is something 
truthful and powerful about the artist who is willing to put a masterpiece together and leave 
the telltale signs of failed attempts. Too many who reflect on their past do so to minimize 
imperfection, setting standards unreachable by others. Ogden Rogers has charted a course 
of professionalism that encourages creativity, allowing for errors, and guided by honest 
reflection and dedication to those whom he would serve. This read is a gift to all, whether 
they are starting or ending their journey of service to others.”

Terry L. Singer, Ph.D., Dean, Kent School of Social Work, University of Louisville

“I found the stories humorous, sometimes painful, and incredibly honest and real. There 
is really nothing else out in our literature that is quite like this. It reminds me of when we 
teach the art and science of social work practice—this is the art.”

Jennifer Clements, Ph.D., LCSW, Associate Professor, Shippensburg University

“...a profound piece of creative literature that will reinstill idealism within senior social 
workers who are on the threshold of being cynical about their work.”

Stephen M. Marson, Ph.D., Professor, University of North Carolina Pembroke

“Recommended reading for new social workers, experienced social workers, friends and 
families of social workers, and future social workers because of the variety of anecdotal 
case presentations and personal perceptions. Truly open and honest portrayals of social 
work and the helping professions with touching, easy-to-read entries fit within the beginning, 
middle, and ending framework. This book is suggested for both public and academic libraries 
to support the career services and/or professional development collections.”

Rebecca S. Traub, M.L.S., Library Specialist, Temple University Harrisburg 

Beginnings, Middles, & Ends
Sideways Stories on the Art & Soul of Social Work

Ogden W. Rogers, Ph.D., LCSW, ACSW

     A sideways story is some moment in life when you thought you were doing 
one thing, but you ended up learning another.  A sideways story can also be a 
poem, or prose, that, because of the way it is written, may not be all that direct in 
its meaning. What’s nice about both clouds, and art, is that you can look at them 
and just resonate. That can be good for both the heart and the mind.
     Many of the moments of this book have grown from experiences the author 
has had or stories he used in his lectures with students or told in his office with 
clients. Some of them have grown from essays written for others, for personal or 
professional reasons. They are moments on a path through the discovery of social 
work, a journey of beginnings, middles, and ends.
     With just the right blend of humor and candor, each of these stories contains 
nuggets of wisdom that you will not find in a traditional textbook. They capture 
the essence and the art and soul of social work. In a world rushed with the il-
lusion of technique and rank empiricism, it is the author’s hope that some of 
the things here might make some moment in your thinking or feeling grow as a 
social worker. If they provoke a smile, or a tear, or a critical question, it’s worth it. 
Everyone makes a different journey in a life of social work. These stories are one 
social worker’s travelogue along the way.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Ogden W. Roger s , 
Ph.D., LCSW, ACSW, 
is Professor and Chair of 
the Department of Social 
Work at The University 
of Wisconsin-River Falls.  
He has been a clinician, 
consultant, educator, and 
storyteller.

For the complete 
Table of Contents of 

Ogden Rogers’ 
Beginnings, Middles, & Ends 

and other information 
about this book, see:

beginningsmiddlesandends.com

Available directly from the publisher 
now! Available in print and Kindle 

editions at Amazon.com.

See an excerpt on page 25.

NEW!

http://www.beginningsmiddlesandends.com

